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ABSTRACT
While chapter 1 gives a brief introduction for this dissertation, chapter 2 investegates the
responsivity of GaN Schottky barrier photodetector (SBPD) as a function of incident wavelength
and reverse bias. It was found that Schottky barrier (SB) lowering can explain the significant
increase in the spectral responsivity as the reverse bias increases. The image force and the
occupation of surface defects at the metal/semiconductor interface of the SBPD are the main
factors for the SB lowering. The occupation of the surface defects was assumed to depend on the
photogenerated current under reverse bias. The SB lowering causes a large leakage current that
dominates the spectral responsivity at high reverse applied bias. The good agreement between
the calculated and experimentally measured spectral responsivities suggests that the model is
valid.
In chapter 3, the effect of the interfacial region lying in between undoped GaN (u-GaN)
and the buffer-layer on the forward current properties of lateral-type GaN Schottky diodes and
planar GaN metal-semiconductor-field-effect-transistors (MESFETs) grown on sapphire
substrates has been investigated. Experimental results have revealed higher current densities for
devices grown on patterned sapphire substrates (PSS) compared to flat sapphire substrates (FSS)
owing to the different carrier transport properties of the interfacial regions. Simulations using the
charge transport model shows a good agreement with the experimental results. It is disclosed that
the interfacial region is acting as channel in which the current passes in between the device
metallic contacts. Owing to the presence of the interfacial regions, the lateral Schottky diodes
exhibit high current densities but without change in their on-state-voltage, whereas the planar
MESFETs could hardly reach cut-off or show saturation behavior. Studying the effect of the
interfacial region on the operation of GaN power devices would help in optimizing the device
design and efficiency, and further facilitate their monolithic integration with GaN-based LEDs.
In chapter 4, design of GaN-based vertical metal-semiconductor field-effect transistors
(MESFETs) on commercial light-emitting-diode (LED) epi-wafers has been proposed and proof
of principle devices have been fabricated. In order to better understand the IV curves, these
devices have been simulated using the charge transport model. It was found that shrinking the
drain pillar size would significantly help in reaching cut-off at much lower gate bias even at high
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carrier concentration of unintentionally doped GaN and considerable leakage current caused by
the Schottky barrier lowering. The realization of these vertical MESFETs on LED wafers would
allow their chip-level integration. This would open a way to many intelligent lighting
applications like on-chip current regulator and signal regulation/communication in display
technology.
In chapter 5, we investigated canonical boundary-value problem of wave propagation
guided by the planar interface of an isotropic homogeneous metal and a dielectric rugate filter
with a refractive index that varies periodically normal to the interface. It was shown that this
problem admits more than one solution, at a specific frequency. The different solutions indicate
surface plasmon-polariton (SPP) waves that differ in phase speed, attenuation rate, linear
polarization state, and field distribution. Currently, for the guidance of SPP waves by a
metal/rugate-filter interface, attention was confined to SPP waves with low phase speeds v p < c ,
where c is the speed of light in free space (i.e., vacuum). In chapter 4, we report that multiple
SPP waves with phase speeds v p > c could be guided by a metal/rugate-filter interface.
In chapter 6, the propensity of guiding SPP waves by the back-contact of p-i-n solar cell
is investigated. For a p - i - n thin-film solar cell, the capability of guiding multiple SPP waves
depend on the optical parameters of the constituting layers close to the metal/semiconductor
interface. By varying the semiconductor layer partnering the metallic back-contact, the number
of SPP waves that can be guided by the interface will be affected. The purpose of this study is to
investigate to what extent the propensity of guiding SPP waves will be influenced if the layer
partnering the metallic back-contact is changed, and to determine phase speeds, polarization
states, and localization of the multiple SPP waves that can be guided by the metal/semiconductor
interface.
In chapter 7, for a p-i-n solar cell, back contact Fourier harmonics (FH) and compound
gratings were studied theoretically, using the rigorous coupled-wave analysis. The FH grating
was found to enable more efficient multiple surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP) wave excitations
compared with a compound grating, while both of them are made of the same constituting simple
gratings. The incident plane wave was considered to be TM-polarized. The FH and compound
gratings were designed to excite multiple SPP waves at desirable wavelengths by solving a
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canonical boundary-value problem. The excitation of SPP waves is indicated by the presence of
peaks in the absorptance plots. The multiple SPP waves excited by the FH grating were found to
increase the external quantum efficiency.
In chapter 8, the broadband continuous excitation of SPP waves is demonstrated for a
dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC), and it is shown that it can efficiently propagate the absorbed
energy to a neighboring solar cell which will then convert this energy into electricity. It is shown
that if the metallic back-contact possesses real part of relative permittivity Re(ε) that broadband
increases, there may exist a TM-polarized SPP wave branch with the real part of its relative
wavenumber broadband increases. In addition, if multiple layers in the DSSC have broadband
increasing Re(ε), multiple broadband increasing TM- and TE-polarized SPP waves could be
guided by the back contact . Finally, the conclusions and future work are presented in chapter

9.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Optoelectronics is a branch of science that is based on the quantum mechanical
interaction of light with electronic materials. It spans all the phenomena that occur at the
interface of electronics and optics. This includes, but it is not limited to, photovoltaics,
photoconductive devices, electronic stimulation emission devices, electronic spontaneous
emission devices. Photovoltaic devices convert the incident light into electricity without any
electrical biasing (i.e. solar cells). On the other hand, photoconductive devices convert the
incident light into electron and hole (e-h) pairs increasing the electrical conductivity of the
device; however, they normally work under external electrical bias. Examples of the
photoconductive

devices

are

the

photodiodes,

phototransistors,

optoisolators,

and

photomultipliers. Commonly, the electronic stimulated emission devices are the semiconductorbased light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation (laser) devices. Usually, they are
named laser diodes to distinguish them from the non-semiconductor-based laser devices, and
they convert the electricity into light through stimulated radiative recombination of e-h pairs.
Finally, the electronic spontaneous emission devices are those devices that convert the electricity
into light through spontaneous radiative recombination of e-h pairs. Examples of the electronic
spontaneous emission devices are the inorganic light-emitting-diodes (LEDs) and organic lightemitting-diodes (OLEDs). The applications of optoelectronic devices are so vast and they are
evident in our daily life. Their applications spans many fields that includes health monitoring,
green energy production, military and security, automation and robotics, solid-state lighting,
wireless communication, … etc.
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1.1 Dissertation subject description
This dissertation investigates three out of the four aforementioned sub-branches of
optoelectronics,

namely,

spontaneous emission devices,

photoconductive devices

and

photovoltaics. This dissertation discusses two main topics. The first one concerns the gallium
Nitride (GaN)-based optoelectronic devices and it attempts to advance the GaN-based lightemitting-diode (LED) technology by integrating the LED driving electronics along with the
LEDs increasing the lifetime, reliability of LED-based devices and make them more compact.
The second topic is focusing on photovoltaic devices and investigating the multiple excitations
of surface-plasmon-polariton waves at the metallic back-contact of various solar cells which
would lead to increase in the efficiency of the solar cell device.
A photodiode can be a metal/semiconductor junction, a p-n junction, or p-i-n structure.
When a photon of sufficient energy strikes the diode, it creates an electron-hole pair. This
mechanism is also known as the photoelectric effect. If the absorption occurs in the junction's
depletion region, or one diffusion length away from it, these carriers are swept from the junction
by the built-in electric field of the depletion region. When a photodiode is used in reverse bias
(which is the typical operation mode for a photodiode), it is called to be working in the
photoconductive mode. The current measured through the circuit indicates illumination of the
device; the measured output current is linearly proportional to the input optical power. Applying
a reverse bias increases the width of the depletion junction producing an increased responsivity
with a decrease in junction capacitance and produces a very linear response. Operating under
these conditions does tend to produce a larger dark current, but this can be limited based upon
the photodiode material. Ultraviolet GaN Schottky barrier photodetectors will be discussed in
first protion of this dissertation. However, when a photodiode is used in zero bias or photovoltaic
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mode, the flow of photocurrent out of the device is restricted and a voltage builds up. This mode
exploits the photovoltaic effect, which is the basis for solar cells – a traditional solar cell is just a
large area photodiode at zero bias. Plasmonic solar cells will be discussed in second portion of
this dissertation.

1.2 GaN-based optoelectronic devices
Gallium Nitride GaN is III-Nitride widebandgap material that was investigated with
great interest during the past few decades because of its promising properties [1]. The IIINitride matrials also include AlN, InN and their alloys with Ga. Their energy bandgap can be
controlled and it spans a wide range from 6.2 eV for AlN to 0.7 eV for InN passing by GaN
which has a bandgab of 3.4 eV, as shown in Fig. 1.1 [2,3]. This gave these III-Nitride
materials chance to have high spectral responsivity over wide wavelength range from 200 to
1700 nm. Moreover, they possess direct bandgap, which makes them very promising for light
emission applications. In particular, GaN-based LEDs introduce low leakage, high efficacy.
They demonstrated high physical and chemical stability, which made them tolerant to harsh
enviroments.

0 Figure 1.1: Bandgap energies of the most used alloys versus their lattice constant. On the right vertical axis is
the wavelength of the light corresponding to the gap energy on the left axis. [Courtesy of H. Ibach and H. Lueth]
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The wide bandgap of GaN material introduced low dark current, which is very
promising for photodetection application. Unlike silicon, GaN does not have a good quality
native oxide. This has lead to the usage of metal-semiconductor Schottky contacts to form
GaN-based optoelectronic devices like ultravilote (UV) GaN Schottky photodetectors and
metal-semiconductor field effect transistors MESFETs.
The first step towards the rectifying action of metal-semiconductor contacts was taken
in 1931, when Schottky, Stormer, and Waibel showed that if a current flows then the
potential drop occurs at the contact. At that time the quantum mechanics was mature enough
that Wilson and others in 1932 explained the rectifying action interms of quantummechanical tunneling of electrons through a barrier. In 1938 Schottky and, independently,
Mott demonstrated that the direction of rectification can be explained by assuming that
electrons pass over a potential barrier through the normal processes of drift and diffusion. A
significant advance in the understanding of metal/semiconductor contacts came during the
World War II, when Bethe formulated his thermionic-emission theory in 1942. Later in the
1950s and 1960s, the realization that evaporation of metal films in a high vacuum system
produced more stable and reproducible contacts compared to the point-contacts. This activity
was deeply associated with the theoretical work of Bradeen, Crowell, and Sze, and the
experimental work of Goodman, Archer, Atalla, and Kahng, Mead, and Cowley [4].
In the 1980s Schottky barrier photodetectors have been widely used in
microelectronics, and research activity has continued with the aim of obtaining a complete
understanding of the physics of barrier formation and of current transport across the
metal/semiconductor interface. Most recently, Carrano et al. reported on the significant
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increase in the responsivity as the reverse bias increases, which is not the case for ideal
photovoltaic based detectors. Till now the reason underlying this significant increase in the
responsivity is unknown, and more research is required to explain it [5], which will be
discussed in chapter 2.

1.2.1 Why integrating the LED driving electronics along with the LEDs?
Nowadays, the usage of printed circuit boards (PCBs) to dive LEDs is very common.
Usually, LEDs require additional ciruits to control the current and voltage applied on them to
function as desired, as shown in Fig. 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Dissasembled commercial Philips LED lamp.

Typically, LEDs has lifetime that exceeds 15 years [6]. PCBs on the other hand have
much shorter lifetime. Obviously, the usage of PCBs to drive LEDs would reduce the LED-based
products’ lifetime. Moreover, the electronic components used in the PCBs are more likely to be
affected by the corrosion and the surrounding atmosphere. However, on-chip integration of the
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LED driving electronics along with LEDs would provide more reliable LED prodcuts. They
would be more compact in size, less expensive and more tolerant to harsh enviroments.

1.2.2 What are the challenges of the integration?
Most of the electronic components (diodes, transistors, detectors, regulators, …etc.)
comprising the driving PCB are made of silicon based devices and the complementary metal–
oxide–semiconductor (COMS) technology. The technological difficulties that stand against the
on-chip integration of the driving PCBs along with LEDs are mainly:
•

Heterogeneity of Si-based devices and GaN-based LEDs. According to Fig. 1.1,
the lattice constant of silicon is roughly 5.4 angstroms while for GaN it is around
3.2 angstroms. This shows the huge lattice mismatch between GaN and Si that
would cause any Si device epitaxially grown on GaN to eventually fail.

•

High leakage currents and poor quality GaN LEDs would result if grown on Si
substrate. Up to date, all of the companies (including Samsung) that were
researching the growth of GaN LEDs on Si have closed that research because of
the poor quality and efficacy of the resulted LEDs compared to the ones grown on
sapphire substrates.

1.3 Plasmonic solar cells
Photovoltaics have the potential to make a large contribution to solving the problem of climate
change [7]. To make electricity from photovoltaics competitive with fossil fuel technologies, the
price needs to be reduced by a factor of 2-5 [8]. Around 40% of the cost of a solar module made
from crystalline silicon is the cost of the silicon wafers [9]. Because of this, there has been a
great deal of research on thin-film solar cells over the past ten years.
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Because silicon is a weak absorber, light-trapping is also used in wafer-based cells. For thin-film
cells with thicknesses in the micron range, it is possible to achieve light-trapping by forming a
wavelength-scale texture on the substrate and then depositing the thin-film solar cell on top, and
large increases in photocurrent have been achieved in this way [8,9]. However, rough
semiconductor surface results in increased surface recombination, and semiconductors deposited
on rough surfaces typically have low material quality.

Pioneering work in the area of plasmonic enhancement of light-sensitive devices was done by
Stuart and Hall, who showed that an enhancement in the photocurrent of a factor of 18 could be
achieved for a 165 nm thick silicon-on-insulator photo-detector at a wavelength of 800nm using
silver nanoparticles on the surface of the device [10]. Subsequently Schaadt et al. deposited gold
nanoparticles on highly doped wafer-based solar cells, obtaining enhancements of up to 80% at
wavelengths around 500nm [11]. Derkacs et al. used Au nanoparticles on thinfilm amorphous
silicon solar cells to achieve an 8 % overall increase in conversion efficiency [12]. Recently,
Pillai et al. deposited silver particles on 1.25 μm thick silicon-on-insulator solar cells and planar
wafer based cells, and achieved overall photocurrent increases of 33 % and 19 % respectively
[13]. By reciprocity, metal nanoparticles can also be used to increase the light extraction
efficiency of light-emitting diodes and indeed, Pillai et al. have reported an overall
electroluminescence enhancement of a factor of 7 for thin silicon-on-insulator light-emitting
diodes [14, 15].

Metal nanostructured thin films have the potential to confine and guide incident sunlight
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volumes due to excitation of surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP) waves, and the photovoltaic
conversion efficiency of solar cells can be enhanced [13,14]. Stenzel et al. have shown that the
incorporation of metal nanoclusters (silver, gold and copper) at the ITO–CuPc interface can lead
to a significant enhancement of the conversion efficiency due to the excited SPP waves [16].
Westphalen, Meissner and coworkers investigated the influence of excited SPPs in small silver
clusters, where the clusters were placed directly in a photovoltaic active Schottky contact formed
at the interface of ITO and zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) [17]. It was found that the extinction of
the ITO/silver clusters/ZnPc system was the superposition of the clusters and the ZnPc bulk
absorption. Ferry, Atwater and co-workers proposed that subwavelength scatterers could couple
sunlight into guided modes in thin film Si and GaAs plasmonic solar cells whose back interface
was coated with a corrugated silver thin film [18]. Very recently, Brown, Snaith, and co-workers
have demonstrated a method for enabling SPP-enhanced charge generation in dye-sensitized
solar cells that are entirely compatible with the state-of-the-art processing and technology and
compatible with other photovoltaic concepts [19].

1.3.1 What are surface plasmon-polariton (SPP) waves?
Surface-plasmon-polariton waves are electromagnetic waves that propogate at the interface
of a medium with negative real relative permittivity (i.e. metal) and another with positive real
permittivity. The excitation of SPP wave requires that the relative wavenumber of the incident
electromagnetic wave satisfies that of a propagating wave at the metal interface. Surface plasmon
waves find many applications in biosensing, commuinications and energy harvesting
applications. For example, they could be used as chemical sensors to detect the material while in
contact with a metal. The SPP wave will propagate only if the refractive index of the material is
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not changed; however if the material is changed or its refractive index is altered, the SPP wave
will not be excited and no corresponding aborption will occur.

1.3.2 Challenges of using SPP waves for solar cell applications
The main challenge of using SPP waves to increase the absorption of solar cells is that only
one SPP wave could be guide by the surface of the metal incase of constant incident monochromatic
light wavenumber and semi-infinite expanses of metal and semiconductor media are used. In that
case only on SPP wave could be guided and it is transeverse magnetic (TM) polarized wave. It was
found, however, that if the medium partenering the metal has relative permittivity that varies
significantly at the vicinity of the metal surface, then their will be propensity of guiding multiple SPP
waves at a constant incident monochromatic light wavenumber and the SPP wave dispersion relation
admits more than one solution. In that case, TM- and TE-polarized SPP waves could be guided by
the metal. In this dissertation, the effect of guiding multiple SPP waves by the back contact of solar
cells on the solar cell abruption will be investigated.

1.4 Organization of dissertation
The first portion of this dissertation focuses on GaN-based optelectronic devices and the
on-chip integration of GaN-based power devices along with GaN-based LEDs. This can be seen
in chapters 2, 3, and 4. Afterwards, the second portion of the dissertation begins from chapter 5
and continues until chapter 8. The second portion focuses on the multiple excitations of SPP
waves and tests their effect on increasing the solar cell’s external quantum efficiency.
Afterwards, chapter 9 will illustrate the conclusions drawn from the work demonstrated in this
dissertation and reveal some of the future work as extension of the work presented.
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Chapter 2
Modeling the spectral responsivity of ultraviolet GaN Schottky
barrier photodetectors under reverse bias
2.1 Introduction
Gallium nitride and its alloys have become promising materials for both civil and military
applications that demand better UV instrumentation in engine control, solar UV monitoring, UV
astronomy, detection of missile plumes, and secure space-to-space communications [1]. For
these applications, Schottky barrier photodetectors (SBPDs) with high values of UV/visible
contrast and spectral responsivity are required [2, 3].
One of the issues that has not been fully understood yet is the significant increase in the
spectral responsivity of the SBPD as the reverse applied bias increases [4, 5]. In this study we
propose that the Schottky barrier (SB) lowering under illumination can provide an explanation
for this increase in the spectral responsivity [6]. There are several factors that can cause SB
height lowering. One of these factors is the penetration of the applied electric field into the metal,
which causes the accumulation of charges on the surface of the metal within a depth equal to the
Thomas-Fermi screening distance [7, 8]. These accumulated charges yield a lowering in the SB
height. Because the Thomas-Fermi screening distance is in the range of few angstroms for most
of the metals, the field penetration effect on the SB lowering is negligible [9]. Another factor that
affects the SB height is the image force induced by the applied electric field [10]. It is important
to note that the field penetration effect is different from the image force effect. The latter one is
attributed to the requirement that the electric field must be normal to the surface of the metal,
which enables the electric field to be calculated as if there is a positive charge of equivalent
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magnitude located at the mirror-image of the real charge in the semiconductor [11, 12]. The third
factor that causes SB lowering is the trapped electrons in the surface defects created by the dry
etch process at the metal/semiconductor interface [13, 14]. These trapped electrons contribute to
a potential drop that yields a reduction in the SB height [6]. Since the UV SBPD studied in this
study is made of Ni and unintentionally doped GaN (u-GaN), the main contributors to the SB
lowering are the image force and the trapped electrons in the surface states.
In order to describe the spectral responsivity of the SBPD, study the image force and the
surface traps, compare the different current types constituting the spectral responsivity at various
reverse applied biases, a simple charge transport model has been formulated and numerically
solved [15]. This model takes into account the photogeneration and diffusion of the majority
charges inside the Ni/u-GaN SBPD [16]. The experimentally measured light intensity and total
photogenerated current were used to calculate the surface states occupation and the spectral
responsivity. The theoretical formulation of the aforementioned problem is explained in Sec. 2.2.
Experimental procedures for fabricating the SBPD are provided in Sec. 2.3. Results are presented
and discussed in Sec. 2.4, and closing remarks are presented in Sec. 2.5.

2.2 Theoretical formulation
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0 Figure 2.1: Band diagram showing the GaN Schottky barrier photodetector under reverse bias
and illumination. This figure was adapted from Ref. [6].

The currents contributing to the responsivity of the SBPD can be categorized into two
types: (i) current due to bulk photogeneration and internal photoemission absorption (IPA) [17,
18], and (ii) leakage current caused by the SB lowering which is due to the electrons trapped by
the surface states lying at the Ni/u-GaN interface, and the image force arising from the applied
electric field [10]. According to the Beer-Lambert absorption law, the bulk photogenerated
current I  can be expressed mathematically [12] as

I  = qP/( h )[1  exp (w)],

(1)

where q , P , h ,  , and w are the electron charge, the incident optical power, the photon
energy, the absorption coefficient, and the depletion width, respectively. The depletion width is
given by w = [2 s (VBi  VR  kT/q)/( qN d )]1/2 , where  s , VBi , VR , kT/q , and N d are the
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permittivity of the semiconductor, the Schottky built-in voltage, the reverse applied bias, the
thermal voltage, and the donor carrier concentration, respectively. On the other hand, the internal
photoemission absorption current I IPA can be calculated according to the modified Vickers'
model [19, 20] as

I IPA = qP/( h ) Pcolint ,

(2)

where P ,  col , and int are the absorptance of the metal layer, the electron collection
efficiency, and the photoemission internal quantum efficiency with

int = C

(h  qVSB ) 2
,
8hE fm

(3)

where VSB is the effective SB height under bias and illumination, E fm is the Fermi level energy,
and the proportionality constant C is taken to be

L[1  exp (d/L )]1/2
C = (1     )
,
d
2

(4)

with  = Le /( Le  Lp ) and 1/L = 1/Le  1/Lp , where Le is the mean free path for excited electron
collision with a cold electron, L p is the mean free path for collision with a phonon, and d is the
thickness of the metal layer.

According to the thermionic-emission theory, the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of
a UV SBPD can be put in the form of ideal rectifier characteristics, and the dark current can be
written as [6]

I dark = I [exp (
0

 qVR
)  1],
nkT

(5)

with I = AAT 2exp (qVSB/kT ) , and the SB height VSB is constant at thermal equilibrium. A
0
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and A are the area of the SBPD and the effective Richardson constant, respectively. As
discussed previously, there are two main reasons for the SB height to change. First, when an
electric field E is applied to the PD, image force is induced by the image charges built up in the
Schottky metal as the carriers approach the metal/semiconductor interface. The potential
associated with these charges reduces the SB height by an amount of qVIF = q qE/(4 s ) [7].
Second, due to the dry etch process used to fabricate the SBPD, a considerable amount of surface
defects are inevitably introduced at the Schottky junction interface. The electrons trapped in
these surface states will constitute a potential which reduces the SB height as well, by an amount
of

qVss = qQss/(2 i ),

(6)

where  is the interfacial layer thickness with permittivity  i , Qss = qN ss is the total surface
trapped charge density, and N ss is the number of occupied surface states per unit area [12].
Consequently, the SB lowering introduces a leakage current given by

 q(VIF  Vss ) 
I leak = exp 
 I dark.
kT



(7)

Since the potentials due to the image force and trapped surface charges both depend on the
reverse applied bias, the leakage current will increase significantly as the reverse bias increases.
For a reverse bias, the total current under illumination I ph can then be written as
I ph = I leak  I   I IPA .

(8)

Although I dark is less than I ph by several orders of magnitude, for the sake of completeness the
spectral responsivity is calculated as

R = ( I ph  I dark )/P,
over the wavelength range of interest  [340,500] nm.

(9)
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2.3 Experimental procedures

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the GaN UV Schottky barrier photodetector.

Samples used in this study were all grown on c -face (0001) sapphire substrates by
metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). As shown in Fig. 2.2, the SBPD consists of
a 2  m n -GaN layer on the top of a 2.6  m u-GaN buffer layer that is lying on the sapphire
substrate [16]. The mesa of the SBPD was formed by standard photolithography. Advanced
inductively coupled plasma (ICP) dry etch is used in fabricating these SBPDs, and spectral
responsivity as high as 0.2 AW 1 at  10 V bias was achieved as shown in Fig. 2.5. A nickel
mask of thickness 650 -- 625 nm was used during the ICP etch to the u-GaN. After the etching is
finished, the samples are boiled in 0.5 mol/L of KOH for 10 min then the nickel mask is
removed using a nickel etchant for 2 min. The samples are then annealed using rapid thermal
annealing tool in nitrogen with flow rate 5 sccm at temperature 700



C for 2 min. The ohmic

contact was deposited on the n-GaN by evaporating Ti/Al/Ti/Au with thicknesses 10/40/40/100
nm, while the Schottky contact was deposited on the u-GaN by evaporating Ni/Al/Ti/Au with
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thicknesses 50/250/100/200 nm[21, 22]. The area of the SBPD was 127  m  20  m. The IV characteristics of the SBPDs were measured using a Keithley 2612 analyzer. To obtain the
spectral responsivity of the detectors, the devices were exposed to monochromatic light from a
xenon lamp using a synchronized Newport monochromator. Because of the involvement of
defect levels, the illumination intensities were measured using the calibrated Newport 818UV
and Newport 818 detectors for the UV and visible wavelengths, respectively. The rate of
wavelength change was kept as low as 1 nm per min, which gave responsivity values close to
those measured while the rate is 2 nm per min.

2.4 Results and discussion
A Mathematica program was implemented to calculate the spectral responsivity, and to
determine the different currents contributing to the total photocurrent density J ph over the
wavelength range of interest. The carrier concentration of the u-GaN was taken to be 41017 cm
3

, its absorption coefficient was half of that in Ref. [24, 23], and room temperature ( 300 K) was

assumed. The thickness of the nickel layer was d = 50 nm and the interfacial layer has a
thickness of  = 1 nm. The SB height in the dark and no applied bias was taken to be

VSB = VBi   , where VSB = 0.65 eV, and  = 0.25 eV is the energy difference between the Fermi
level and the bottom of the conduction band [25]. However, under illumination and reverse bias
the effective SB height becomes VSB = VSB  VIF  Vss .
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Figure 2.3: The incident power intensity and the total photocurrent density at zero bias as
function of wavelength  .

Figure 2.4: The occupation probability as function of the photocurrent density, and the number of
occupied surface states at VR = 0 as function of the incident wavelength  .

It has been reported many times in literature that the photocurrent of the SBPD increases
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significantly as the reverse applied bias increases [4, 13]. Since the leakage current is made of
electrons transporting from the conduction band of the metal to the conduction band of the
semiconductor while the surface defects have energies that lie in the bandgap of the
semiconductor [12], it is assumed that the occupation of these surface states is dominated by the
photogenerated and leakage carriers, and the spectral occupation density is proportional to ( )
which represents the increase in the occupation density as the measured total photocurrent
density increases at VR = 0 . As the voltage increases the current crossing the interface increases,
and the function (VR ) represents the increase in the occupation density of surface states as VR
increases. Consequently, it is assumed that the occupation density as function of  and VR can
be expressed mathematically as:
N ss ( ,VR ) = N ss' ( )(VR ),

(10)

with

 ( ) =

ln[ J ph ( )/J dark ]
ln[ J ph (max )/J dark ]

(11)

,

and


 J (V )/J (0) ,
 ph R ph
(VR ) = 
 ln[ J ph (VR )/J dark ]
,

 ln[ J ph (0)/J dark ]

  340,380nm
,

(12)

  [380,500]nm

where N ss' = 9.5 1011 cm 2 is the total number of occupied surface states at the Schottky
metal/semiconductor interface at  = max and VR = 0 [14, 26], and N ss is the number of surface
states occupied by trapped electrons at any  and VR . According to Eq. 10, for VR = 0 Fig. 2.4
shows the occupation probability as function of the total photocurrent density, and the number of
occupied surface states as function of the incident wavelength  . As can be gathered from the
figure, the number of occupied surface states peaks at max and decreases in the visible range.
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Figure 2.5: The measured spectral responsivity at 0 V,  5 V, and  10 V is compared with its
theoretically calculated counterparts.

The measured spectral responsivity at 0 V,  5 V, and  10 V is compared with the
theoretically calculated ones in Fig. 2.5. The comparison depicts good agreement between the
calculated and measured data; however the reduced agreement at  [340,355] nm and

 [380,420] nm is most likely because of the differences between the assumed number of
occupied surface states and the actual one. The figure also illustrates the significant increase in
the responsivity as the reverse bias increases. The two orders of magnitude difference between
the responsivity at max and at the visible wavelength range confirms the visible-blind property
discussed previously.
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Figure 2.6: The different current densities that constitutes the photocurrent density as function of
wavelength  .

The calculated current densities that constitute the total photocurrent density as a function
of wavelength  are presented in Figs. 2.6(a)-(c) , for reverse applied biases 0 V,  10 V, and
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 15 V, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2.6(a), for zero applied voltage, the J leak is equal to zero,
and the bulk photogenerated current density J  is dominating the photocurrent density in the
wavelength range  [340,380] nm while the IPA photogenerated current density J IPA is
dominating during  [380,500] nm. On the other hand, at reverse applied bias of  10 V, J leak
is contributing significantly to the total photocurrent density along with J  at  [340,380] and
with J IPA at  [380,500] . Finally, at reverse bias of  15 V, J leak dominates the photocurrent
density over the whole studied wavelength range except at  [340,355] where the J  has
larger contribution. The rapid increase in the J leak with the reverse applied bias provides an
explanation for the significant increase in the spectral responsivity of the SBPD as the reverse
bias increases, which comprises the chief result presented in this study.

2.5 Closing remarks
In this study a simple charge transport model was used to investigate the SB lowering
effect on the spectral responsivity as function of the reverse applied bias. The SB lowering is
attributed to both the image force and trapped electrons at the Schottky metal/u-GaN interface. A
good agreement between the theoretically calculated and experimentally measured responsivities
has been demonstrated. The following inferences can be drawn:
(i) The image force is influenced mainly by the applied reverse bias while the potential
resulting from the surface states occupation is influenced by both the applied reverse bias and
occupation density of these surface states.
(ii) The SB lowering under illumination plays an important role in increasing the spectral
responsivity as the reverse bias increases.
(iii) The responsivity of the u-GaN SBPD shows a very good visible-blind property.
(iv) The leakage current can surpass its photogenerated and IPA counterparts as the
reverse bias increases.
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The significance of studying the GaN UV SBPD emanates from their utility in wide
range of applications such as visible-blind photodetectors used in engine control, detection of
missile plumes and flames sensors[27, 28].
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Chapter 3
The effect of the undoped GaN/buffer-layer interface on the
operation of Schottky diodes and MESFET devices
3.1 Introduction
Growing GaN on sapphire substrates allows the production of high quality blue LEDs
compared with that grown on silicon substrates of similar surface areas[1–3]. While in both cases
a buffer layer is required to relieve the strain produced from the lattice mismatch between the
substrate and GaN, the latter suffers from high defect density that leads to high leakage current
and low LED efficiency[4]. Typically, for the GaN grown on sapphire substrates, the buffer layer
could be AlN, low temperature grown (LT) GaN, or LT-GaN atop AlN layer[5]. It has been
reported that the undoped GaN (u-GaN) epitaxially grown on sapphire using metalorganic
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) exhibits n-type conductivity with a representative carrier
concentration around 5 × 1016 cm−3 [6]. Studies have attributed the measured n-type conductivity
to the diffusion of oxygen impurities from the sapphire substrate or the unintentional oxygen
impurity introduction during growth[7,8]. In particular, the oxygen impurity concentration has
been found remarkably high at the u-GaN/buffer layer interface. This interface region is very
thin—a few tens of nanometers for patterned sapphire substrates (PSS) or just few nanometers
for flat sapphire substrates (FSS)[9,10]— but could possess a much higher background doping
than the u-GaN upper layer.
We study, in the present work, the effect of the u-GaN/buffer layer interfacial region on
the operation of GaN Schottky diodes and planar MESFET devices. The charge transport model
is used to predict the operation of the devices and compare with the experimental results. One of
the purposes of this study is to investigate the feasibility of integrating those III-nitride power
electronic components with LEDs monolithically[11–15] for the potentials in solid state lighting
with on-chip drivers and free space communication using LED lamps.
Toward this end, GaN lateral Schottky diodes and planar MESFET devices have been
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monolithically integerated with LEDs, and the current-voltage (IV) characteristics of those
devices were measured. In order to provide a better understanding of the measured IV curves,
these device designs were simulated using Sentaurus TCAD software. This software implements
a simple charge transport model[16–19] takes into account the drift and diffusion of the majority
charge carriers inside the devices[15,20]. The procedures of device fabrication are described in
the following section.

3.2 Experimental procedures
The devices were fabricated on 2-inch commercial LED epi-wafers. Their epitaxial structure
comprises, from top to bottom, a ∼ 200 nm p-type GaN capping layer, a ∼ 200 nm p-type GaN
layer, a ∼ 125 nm multiple quantum well (MQW) emissive layer consisted of fifteen pairs of
In0.1Ga0.9N/GaN, a ∼ 2.4 um n-type (Nd ≈ 1 × 1018cm−3) GaN layer, and a ∼ 2.5 um
unintentionally-doped (Nd ≈ 3 × 1016cm−3) GaN layer on a patterned sapphire substrate (PSS)
and another one on flat sapphire substrate (FSS).

0 Figure 3.1: Schematics for the GaN power devices. (a) Commercial LED epi-wafer schematic. (b)
Typical planar GaN MESFET.

The fabrication process flow of the devices mainly begins with dry etching using a
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Cl2/Ar ICP cyclic etching process to the nGaN. ICP reactive ion etching (RIE) provides more
isotropic etch profiles and low-damage high etch rates compared to conventional RIE. After
removing the upper layers, ICP etching to sapphire is performed and followed by ICP etching to
the u-GaN. The samples are annealed using rapid thermal annealing (RTA) tool in nitrogen with
flow rate 5 sccm at temperature 700 ◦C for 2 min. The ohmic contact was deposited on the nGaN by evaporating Ti/Al/Ti/Au with thicknesses 10 nm/40 nm/40 nm/200 nm and annealed
using RTA in nitrogen at temperature 500 ◦C for 1 min, while the Schottky contact was
deposited on the u-GaN by evaporating with thicknesses 40 nm/100 nm Ni/Au [9]. Figure 3.1
presents schematics of two GaN device designs considered in this study [20]. The I-V
characteristics of these devices were measured using a Keithley 2612 analyzer at the ambient
pressure and temperature.

3.3 Results and discussion
Experiments were performed in order to examine the effect of the interface layer between the u-GaN layer and the sapphire substrate layer. Simulations using the charge transport
model were implemented to investigate the influence of the interface region on the IV
characteristics of the GaN Schottky diodes and MESFETs.

Figure 3.2: Experimental and simulation forward I-V curves for a Schottky diode with different contact
area.

As mentioned previously, the interface layer contains remarkably high n-type impurity
concentration and dislocation defect density[10,21]. This interfacial layer would potentially
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affect the lateral current transport in the fabricated devices.

In the simulations, the carrier

concentration of the interface layer was considered to be 1 × 10 19 cm−3 with 35 nm thickness
atop the PSS[10,22], whereas for the FSS sample, the carrier concentration of the interface layer
was considered to be 3 × 1016 cm−3 with 5 nm thickness[22]. In addition, the carrier
concentration of the u-GaN layer was 3 × 1016 cm−3 with a thickness of 1.5 um[22]. This
configuration suggests that the dislocation-induced current path would mainly flow through the
interface layer, which would significantly increase the forward bias current density of the
Schottky diode while maintaining high breakdown voltage[23].
The comparison between the experimental and simulation results of the GaN Schottky
devices grown on PSS with different Schottky contact areas is shown in Fig. 3.2. The contact
areas were (100 um2, 400 um2, 900 um2 and 1600 um2). It can be inferred from the figure that the
current density is much higher for the smallest contact area and it decreases as the area of the
Schottky diode increases. However, the smaller contact area devices are expected to have lower
breakdown voltages, which indicates that the Schottky contact areas should not be too small nor
too large.

Figure 3.3: (a) The electron-density for a 2D planar MESFET while the gate is under reverse bias Vg =
−400 V. (b) The drain current Ids of the MESFET device versus the drain voltage Vds.

One of the main challenges in fabricating a GaN based MESFET on commercial LED
epi-wafer using conventional planar structure is the existence of LT GaN buffer layer in between
the unintentionally doped GaN (u-GaN) and the sapphire substrate, as shown in Figs. 3.1(b) and
3(a). The LT GaN buffer layer is highly conductively near the sapphire interface10. This makes
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the full depletion of conventional horizontal channel MESFET unfeasible even at very high
reverse gate bias Vg = −400 V and the MESFET device would neither reach saturation nor cutoff, as shown in Fig. 3.3(b).

Figure 3.4: Comparison of measured and calculated current densities of ohmic contacts fabricated on
patterned and flat sapphire substrates.

The ohmic behavior of the interfacial regions atop PSS and FSS is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
Four-point resistance measurement was applied between the two ohmic contacts with a distance
of 400 µm on both PSS and FSS samples. The figure depicts the high resistivity of 4.2 Ω.cm of
the interfacial layer in case of FSS compared to a smaller resistivity of 8.6 × 10−3 Ω.cm for
the PSS sample.
The total resistance consists of the contact resistances and the channel resistance as
shown in Fig. 3.1(d). The channel resistance could be calculated using the known resistance of
the u-GaN region which is in parallel with the resistance of the interface region. The resistance
of the u-GaN and the interface region can be expressed as[24]:

Rchi =

Lch
1
,
(qni ui ) (Wch t i )

(1)

where i = 1, 2 for u-GaN and interfacial region, respectively. Lch is the length of the conductive
channel, Wch is the width of the conductive channel, ni is the average doping concentration, ui is
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the average mobility, and t i is the thickness of the region. For both PSS and FSS samples, Lch =
400um and Wch = 230um. By subtracting the contact resistances, the channel resistance is 2.5 kΩ
for PSS samples and 3.5 kΩ for FSS samples.
The mobility was calculated using the GaN doping dependence mobility model and the
Caughey-Thomas approximation[22]:

ui = 55 

945
,
1  ni /(2 1017 )

(2)

The Caughey-Thomas approximation is a good fitting for IV curves of ohmic contacts with
different spaces on both PSS and FSS samples. The parameters that were used for the PSS
samples in order to achieve that are t1 = 1.5 um, t2 = 35 nm, n1 = 3x1016 cm−3, n2 =
1x1019 cm−3 and the parameters for the FSS samples are t1 = 1.5 um, t2 = 5 nm, n1 =
3x1016 cm−3, n2 = 3x1016 cm−3. The increase of the carrier concenteration in the PSS
samples is attributed to the movement of the oxygen into the GaN layer by thermal etching
and/or diffusion during the initial growth stage which leads to increase the roughness of the PSS
sample compared to the FSS sample[10].
By using the aforementioned mobility model, the effect of varying the carrier concentration of the u-GaN and the interfacial region on the threshold on-state-voltage of the Schottky
diodes was investigated. Figure 3 . 5(a) shows the current density of the Schottky diode while
changing the carrier concentrations of the interfacial region keeping the carrier concentration of
the u-GaN constant. The curves show that the on-state-voltage of the Schottky diodes is
independent of the interfacial region. However, by changing the carrier concentration of the uGaN while keeping the carrier concentration of the interfacial region constant, as shown in Fig.
3.5(b), the on-state-voltage of Schottky diodes is significantly altered.
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Figure 3.5: (a) I-V curves for changing the interface layer carrier concentration while keeping it unaltered
for the u-GaN layer. (b) I-V curves for changing the u-GaN layer carrier concentration while keeping it
unaltered for the interface layer.

On the other hand, the reverse current properties are not influenced by the highly
conductive interface layer as shown in Fig. 3.6a. This interfacial layer helped in increasing the
forward currents of the Schottky diodes while retaining a high breakdown voltage around 100V. By this approach, we are able to design Schottky diodes of both large breakdown and
high forward currents, which is useful for power electronics applications. Without this highly
conductive interface layer, the conventional approach to increase the forward current of this
lateral conduction Schottky device is to increase the background doping level of the u-GaN
layer. The increased background doping inevitably decreases the breakdown voltage as shown in
Fig. 3.6b. This makes these devices not suitable for operation under high voltage conditions,
which are often encountered in many power electronic applications.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Reverse bias characteristics for different doping levels of the interface layer. (b) Reverse
bias characteristics for different doping levels of the u-GaN layer.

The measured resistance for PSS and FSS Ohmic samples as the function of temperature is shown in Fig. 3.7. The temperature was varied over the range 290K – 70K. The
contact resistances were deducted from the total resistances by transmission line method (TLM)
measurements. It can be inferred from the ln(R)-T curves that the conductance of PSS samples
is more than 5 times higher than that of the FSS samples.
Herein, the resistance R and the carrier activation energy ∆E at low temperature[25]
are given by:

R(T ) = R0 exp(

E
),
2kT

(3)

The activation energies were 30meV and 29meV for PSS and FSS samples, respectively, and they
were obtained from the slope of the ln(R)-T curve as shown in Fig. 3.7. Since the ionization energies
of both oxygen and nitrogen vacancies are reported as 29meV[26], 29.3meV[25], and 30meV[27],
this figure suggests that oxygen and/or nitrogen vacancies are the possible impurity species in the
interfacial region.
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Figure 3.7: The measured resistance for PSS and FSS Ohmic samples as the function of temperature.

3.4 Closing remarks
In this study the effect of the u-GaN/buffer-layer interfacial region on the operation of GaN
Schottky diode and MESFET device has been investigated.

Simulation results for the

fabricated designs of the Schottky diode and MESFET had helped in understanding the
experimentally measured IV characteristics and proposing more power efficient design

for the

MESFET. The measured IV curves of Schottky diodes grown on PSS possessing different
contact areas have been compared with their calculated counter parts. Similarly, the Ohmic
characteristics of u-GaN grown on PSS have been compared with one grown on FSS. In
addition, a simulation of varying the carrier concentration of the u-GaN and the interfacial region
has helped in determining their effect on the on-state-voltage of the Schottky diode. The
following inferences can be drawn:


The Schottky diode with larger Schottky contact area exhibits lower current density
compared with the smaller contact area diodes, despite that they are all significantly higher
than the case with no interfacial region.



The PSS implies thicker interfacial layer and higher current densities compared to the FSS.



For the Schottky diode, the on-state-voltage is independent on the existence of the interfacial
region; however, the carrier concentration of the u-GaN plays a major role in determining it.



Owing to the existence of the high impurity concentration interfacial region, a MESFET
with a planar design can hardly reach cutoff and the very high gate biases are required to see
significant change in the IV curves.
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The conductance of the PSS samples is 5 times higher than that of FSS samples at the same
temperature.
Understanding the effect of the interfacial layer on the operation of GaN power devices

would help in optimizing their designs and integrating them with GaN-based LEDs.
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Chapter 4
Design and fabrication of vertical III-nitride MESFET devices
on commercial LED sapphire wafers
4.1 Introduction
In general, minimizing the size of the semiconductor transistor provides more compactsize electronic components with increased operating frequency [1, 2, 3]. A promising approach
to reduce the gate length of a field-effect transistor (FET) is to define the gate-contact through
deposition process and not lithographic one [1]. Moreover, for nitride semiconductors with
wurtzite crystal structure, the experimental values of bulk electron mobilities are usually higher
for vertical transport than along in-plane axis [4]. These facts have led to the evolution of the
vertical FET structures, which have been proposed and fabricated since few decades ago [5].
Among these vertical FETs were gallium arsenide MESFETs on thick epitaxial layers grown
using the molecular-beam epitaxy [1], vertical three-terminal FETs using sidewall gate [6],
vertical wrap-gated indium arsenide FET [7], and vertical GaN-based trench gate MOSFET [8].
However, all of the aforementioned literature depends on regrowth approaches and implements
expensive-processing tools (e.g. electron-beam lithography) to achieve a FET design that could
reach cut-off at acceptable low gate and drain biases.

Recently, a monolithic integration of GaN-based LEDs and UV photodetectors for bidirectional optical communication has been achieved on commercial LED wafers and using
standard cost-effective fabrication technique [9]. To the best of our knowledge no attempts have
been made to monolithically integrate GaN-based LEDs and MESFETs on commercial LED
wafers using non-regrowth techniques. An initial step in attempting the aforementioned
integration is to fabricate high quality GaN MESFETs on commercial LED wafers. One of the
main challenges in fabricating such a MESFET using conventional horizontal channel structure
is the existence of LT GaN buffer layer in between the unintentionally doped GaN (u-GaN) and
the sapphire substrate, as shown in Fig. 4.1(b). The LT GaN buffer layer is highly conductively
near the sapphire interface [10]. This makes the full depletion of conventional horizontal channel
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MESFET unfeasible. Again, a possible solution to the latter issue is a vertical channel MESFET,
which –in addition to the previously mentioned advantages– is expected to easily reach cutoff.

Let us illustrate the purpose and the importance of the work presented in this study
compared to previous literature: (i) proposing and designing the first vertical GaN MESFET on
commercial LED wafers that can be realized without the need for re-growth techniques and
maintaining affordable processing costs, (ii) using the charge transport model to predict the
transistor action of the device, (iii) compare the efficiency of vertical and horizontal gate-contact
shapes for reaching cutoff while the conductive buffer layer exists, (iv) study the three
dimensional aspects of the design and the Schottky leakage effects and propose the most efficient
design, (v) compare the experimental results with the theoretical ones. The realization of these
vertical MESFETs on LED wafers would allow their chip-level integration. By chip-level
integrating LEDs and FETs, it is possible to realize many intelligent lighting applications such
as: on-chip current regulator, signal regulation/communication in display technology, and even
lighting control in a smart way like self-adapted energy saving, programmable intelligence, and
remote control with smart phones.

For the study of MESFETs, The leakage current produced by the lowering of the
Schottky barrier (SB) is of profound importance, and it can significantly affect the IV
characteristics of the device [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. There are several factors that can cause SB
height lowering. Among them are the image force induced by the applied electric field [16, 17,
18, 19] and the trapped electrons by the surface defects created during the dry etch process at the
metal/semiconductor interface [21, 22, 20, 15]. Since the Schottky contact is made of Ni atop uGaN, the main contributors to the SB lowering are the image force and the trapped electrons by
the surface states.

The IV characteristics for the various vertical MESFET designs considered and
fabricated were measured using a probe station and a Keithley analyzer. In order to provide
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better understanding for the measured IV curves, these device designs were simulated using
Sentaurus TCAD software. This software implements a simple charge transport model [23, 24]
takes into account the drift and diffusion of the majority charge carriers inside the vertical
MESFET device [26, 9, 25]. The Experimental procedures for fabricating the vertical MESFETs
are provided in following section.

4.2 Design and fabrication of vertical GaN-nitride MESFET
devices
The vertical MESFETs were fabricated on 2-inch commercial LED epi-wafers. These
LED epi-wafers were all grown on c-face (0001) sapphire substrates by metalorganic chemical
vapor deposition (MOCVD). Their epitaxial structure comprises (from top to bottom) a
nm p-type (Na> 1 × 1018 cm−3) GaN capping layer, a

200

200 nm p-type (Na ≈ 5 × 1017cm−3) GaN

layer, a multiple quantum well (MQW) emissive layer consisted by fifteen pairs of 2.5 nmIn0.1Ga0.9N/12 nm-GaN, a

2.4 um n-type (Nd ≈ 1 × 1018 cm−3) GaN layer, and a

2.5 um u-

GaN layer on a patterned sapphire substrate.
The fabrication process flow of the vertical MESFETs mainly begins with dry etching
using a Cl2/Ar ICP cyclic etching process until the n-GaN is reached. The ICP reactive ion
etching (RIE) provides more isotropic etch profiles and low-damage high etch rates compared to
conventional RIE. After removing the upper layers with a total thickness of

1.2 um, ICP

etching to sapphire is performed and followed by ICP etching to the u-GaN. To optimize the
performance of the Schottky contacts, samples are soaked into 0.5 mole/L aqueous KOH
solution for 10 min before the Schottky metal deposition. This KOH treatment is useful for
eliminating significant amount of the surface defects produced by the ICP etching process and
reducing the leakage current.
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(a) LED wafer

(b) Etch to n-GaN

(c) Etch to sapphire

(d) Etch to u-GaN to form the drain pillar (after
SiO2 align mark protection and using a Nickel
mask)

(e) e-beam evaporation of source and drain (f) e-beam evaporation of Schottky gate metal
metals (Ti/Al/Ti/Au)

(Ni/Au)

Following the KOH treatment, the samples are then annealed using rapid thermal annealing
(RTA) tool in nitrogen with flow rate 5 sccm at temperature 700 ◦C for 2 min. The ohmic contact
was deposited on the n-GaN by evaporating Ti/Al/Ti/Au with thicknesses 10 nm/40 nm/40
nm/200 nm and annealed using RTA in nitrogen at temperature 500 ◦C for 1 min, while the
Schottky contact was deposited on the u-GaN by evaporating Ni/Au with thicknesses 40 nm/100
nm[24, 9]. Figure 4.1 presents two schematics of the vertical MESFET designs considered in this
study. The I-V characteristics of the vertical MESFETs were measured using a Keithley 2612
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analyzer at the ambient pressure and temperature.

0 Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic of the LED sapphire wafer. (b) Schematic for the conventional (horizontal)
and vertical GaN-based MESFET, where gate 1 is horizontal gate-contact and gate 2 is a gate-contact on
the drain pillar. (c) Microscopic image of four different designs of fabricated vertical MESFETs. The top
two MESFETs have self-assembly gate-contact, while the bottom two have U-shaped gate-contact.

In this study, 16 different vertical MESFET design have been fabricated, characterized, and
simulated. Each one of these devices comprises a drain pillar and a gate-contact surrounding it
with the source contact laying on the right side of the drain pillar (Top view). The drain pillar
itself consists of 1 um n-GaN and 2 um u-GaN, and the stage on which the drain pillar, gate and
source contacts lie is u-GaN with height 1.2 um. Eleven of these vertical MESFET designs have
U-shaped gate-contact surrounding the drain pillar, while the rest of the designs relay on a selfassembly technique in which the gate fully covers the drain pillar and surrounds it from every
direction. For these MESFET designs, the drain pillar size was designed to be different from one
another. For the fabricated vertical MESFET designs, the drain pillar width spans the set {2um,
5um, 10um, 15um, 50um}. The distance between the drain pillar and the surrounding U-shaped
gate spans the set {2um, 5um, 10um} and two of these eleven designs were having the gate-
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contact touching the drain pillar. The five self-assembly MESFET devices had drain pillar width
that spans the set {2um, 5um, 10um, 15um}. For all of these designs the source was located 20
um away from the edge of the gate-contact on its right hand side.

4.3 Results and discussion
Solving the drift-diffusion carrier transport model for the majority carriers in the GaN based
transistor provides quan- titative description for the device operation. As mentioned previously,
the device structure was designed to have a vertical channel between the drain and source. The
gate is surrounding the drain pillar and it is reverse biased to deplete the channel between the
source and the drain, as Fig. 4.1 depicts. The pillar consists of top portion of n-doped GaN with
donor carrier concentration Nd = 1018 cm−3 and thickness 1 µm and the remaining portion
consists of u-GaN with n-type carrier concentration Nd = 5 × 1016 cm−3 and thickness 2 µm. A
high carrier concentration layer with Nd = 1019 cm−3 and thickness 1 µm is placed under the uGaN to account for the the LT GaN buffer layer/sapphire interface. For all of the depletion
region plots in this study the n-GaN, u-GaN, and buffer layer are represented by green, blue, and
red colors, respectively. As mentioned previously, it is the target of this study to fabricate and
test the designs depicted in Fig. 4.1(c), and use simulations to illustrate the transistor operation.
The following subsections discuss important aspects for the transistor design.
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Figure 4.2: The effect of varying the gate-contact shape on the depletion region size inside the MESFET.
(a) For a cross-section of a MESFET with U-shaped gate-contact horizontally surrounding the drain
pillar, where the drain pillar width is 5µm and the gate-contact is 2µm away from it. (b) For a MESFET
with gate-contact laying on the drain pillar and vertically surrounding its sidewalls, and the drain pillar
width is 2µm. (c) For a MESFET with gate-contact horizontally surrounding and touching the drain pillar
from every direction, and the drain pillar width is 2µm as well. The insets present the MESFET
characteristic IV curves for various gate biases, and the n-GaN, u-GaN, and buffer layer are represented
by green, blue, and red colors, respectively.

4.3.1 The effect of various gate-contact shapes on the MESFET action
The shape of the gate-contact plays an important role in determining the depletion region
and how it will expand as the gate bias increases, which is critical for the design of the MESFET.
In the simulations, three different gate-contact shapes were considered. These are (i) U-shaped
gate-contact horizontally surrounding the drain pillar, where the drain pillar width is 5µm and the
gate-contact is 2µm away from it, (ii) gate-contact on the drain pillar and vertically surrounding
its sidewalls, and the drain pillar width is 2µm, and (iii) gate-contact horizontally surrounding
and touching the drain pillar from every direction, and the drain pillar width is 2µm as well. It is
expected that the depletion width varies with both the voltage applied to the gate Vg and the one
applied to the drain Vd. For the different gate-contact shapes considered while the Vg and Vd are
varied, the effect on the depletion region is complex and the simulations could help to
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quantitatively determine it.
As mentioned previously, the vertical MESFET structure was considered to avoid the highcarrier-concentration layer laying between the u-GaN and the patterned sapphire substrate [10].
As shown in Fig. 4.2 (a) and (c), the vertical MESFET designs relay on increasing the depletion
region in direction parallel to the gate-contact and reaching cut-off as the reverse bias Vg
increases. On the other hand, the MESFET design in Fig. 4.2 (b) relies on increasing the
depletion layer in direction normal to the gate-contact. As readily evident from Fig. 4.2 (a) and
(c), for the 5 × 1016 u-GaN carrier concentration the depletion region significantly expands
normal (vertical) to the gate-contact compared to the parallel (lateral) direction. This suggests
that these designs would require much higher gate biases to reach cut-off compared to the design
in Fig. 4.2 (b). As shown in Fig. 4.2 (b), the gate-contact lies on the drain pillar sidewalls. In this
case the depletion region expands normal (lateral) to the gate-contact more than parallel
(vertical) to the contact. This suggests that the latter design would be able to reach cut-off at
lower gate biases compared to the former ones.
Figure 4.2 insets present the MESFET characteristic IV curves. These insets confirm the
aforementioned prediction regarding the cut-off gate bias. As shown in the insets of Fig. 4.2, the
cut-off gate voltages were Vg > −250 V, Vg = −100 V, and −250 V, respectively, for the three
considered gate-contact shapes. In addition, It could be inferred from the figure that owing to the
relatively high u-GaN carrier concentration, the linear region dominates and chance of observing
saturation decreases even at high drain bias Vds = 50 V. Moreover, it can be captured from the
inset of Fig. 4.2(c) that the IV curve at Vg = −175 V shows cut-off at low Vds and it starts to
conduct as the Vds increases significantly at constant Vg bias. This indicates that the I ds current
is pushing against depletion region expansion while flowing from the drain pillar to the source. It
is expected that this holds true for all of considered designs.
It is important to note that it is true that the vertical MESFET with gate-contact laying on the
drain pillar sidewalls would reach cut-off at lower Vg compared to the one with horizontal gatecontact surrounding the drain pillar; However, the fabrication of gate-contact laying on the drain
pillar sidewalls is much more difficult compared to horizontal gate-contact surrounding the drain
pillar, especially if the drain pillar sidewalls are perfectly abrupt.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Schematic of the GaN-based vertical MESFET for a U-shaped gate surrounding the drain
pillar. (b) (top) x-z cross-section and (bottom) z-y cross-section of the 3 D vertical MESFET.

Two different designs were considered for 3D device simulation. One of them has U-shaped
lateral gate-contact and the other has gate-contact touching the drain pillar sidewalls and
surrounding it, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Since the former MESFET design comprises geometrical
asymmetry, it is important to study the 3D aspects of its design and compare it with the latter
design.
As demonstrated in the figure, the z-y cross-section of the U-shaped gate-contact design
indicates that a depletion region had built-up at the opening of the U-shaped gate despite the fact
that no any gate-contact exists at this portion of the u-GaN. This depletion region is of
significantly small size compared to the opposite depletion region built-up underneath the gatecontact. Most likely, the reason of the formation of this depletion region at the opening of the Ushaped gate is the image force induced by the opposite closed end of the U-shaped contact.
Although this small depletion region helps in confining the drain current, this MESFET design
requires high gate bias Vg to reach cut-off as mentioned previously.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Schematic of the GaN-based vertical MESFET for a gate-contact lying on the pillar
sidewalls and surrounding the drain pillar. (b) x-z cross-section (top) and z-y cross-section (bottom) of the
3 D vertical MESFET.

On the other hand, the design with gate-contact touching the drain pillar sidewalls could
reach cut-off at lower gate bias, as shown in Fig. 4.4. As depicted form the cross-sectional plots,
the drain pillar is fully depleted and cut-off is reached at Vg = −250 V gate bias. The symmetry
of the gate-contact shape of this design reduces its 3D study significance; still the source contact
is located on one side only of the drain pillar.

4.3.2 The leakage effects introduced by the Schottky barrier lowering
In this subsection the leakage current due to the Schottky barrier lowering has been investigated
for the two aforementioned designs in Fig. 4.2(b) and (c). The study of Schottky contact leakage
under reverse bias is significantly important for the operation of the MESFET device. The
leakage current increases as any of the drain bias Vd or the gate reverse bias Vg increases. For
the design with lateral gate-contact touching the drain pillar, it was not possible to reach
complete cut-off even at high gate reverse bias Vg > 250 V, as shown in Fig. 4.5. In comparison
to the 3D electron density plots in Figs. 4.3, 4.4, and the 2D plot in Fig. 4.5(a), the minimum
electron density inside the depletion region has reached values as low as 10 3 cm−3, while because
of the leakage the minimum electron density was around 1010 cm−3 and it increases as the
potential difference between the gate and drain increases. However, Fig. 4.5(c) indicates that the
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transistor action is still possible even if the Schottky contact is considerably leaking electrons
from the metal side into the u-GaN. A carefully designed MESFET would reach cut-off at Vg
and Vds biases that are small enough such that the leakage current is not dominating the Ids
current.

Figure 4.5: (a) The electron density for the GaN-based vertical MESFET with gate-contact touching the
drain pillar mentioned in Fig. 4.2(c) at gate bias Vg = −250 V and without any Schottky barrier lowering
effect. (b) is the same as (a) but with Schottky barrier lowering effects. (c) shows the MESFET
characteristic IV curves for various gate biases.
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Figure 4.6: (a) The electron density is illustrated for the GaN-based vertical MESFET with gate-contact
on the drain pillar mentioned in Fig. 4.2(b) at gate bias Vg = −35 V and without any Schottky barrier
lowering effect. (b) shows the depletion regions for the same MESFET device and each depletion line
color corresponds to an IV curve of the same color in part (c). (c) shows the MESFET characteristic IV
curves for various gate biases.

On the other hand, the design with gate-contact touching the drain pillar sidewalls has
considerable leakage current. Figure 4.6 shows the IV characteristic curve for the MESFET and
it can be observed that the leakage current has affected the drain current Ids for gate biases Vg =
−20 V and −35 V as the drain bias Vds approaches 50 V. Despite that the saturation region is
evident in this IV curve plot, the minimum electron density within the depletion region was 107
cm−3 even at the highest Vds and Vg , as shown in Fig. 4.6(a). This value is very high compared
to the case with no leakage. This figure provides evidence on a situation in which the Vg and Vds
biases required to reach cut-off were too high that the leakage current is dominating the Ids
current. As presented in the figure, as the gate reverse bias is increased small difference is
occurring in the Ids until Vg = −20 V. However, as the gate bias reaches Vg = −35 V, significant
leakage effects are dominating the Ids current. In this situation, it does not matter what reverse
bias we apply to the gate higher than Vg = −35 V, the leakage current will increase and the Ids
will increase as well –and not decrease– as the reverse gate bias increases. This MESFET device
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will neither reach cut-off nor depict any saturation region.

Figure 4.7: (a) and (b) are the IV characteristic curves for a U-shaped gate-contact of vertical MESFET,
while (c) and (d) are the same but for self-assembly gate-contact touching the drain pillar. (c) and (d)
present a comparison between the theoretical calculation (Dashed curves) and the corresponding
experimental curves with the same line color.

Figure 4.7 presents the experimental results measured using the probe station and the
Keithley 2612 analyzer at the ambient pressure and temperature. Figure 4.7(a) and (b) are
showing the Ids and the Igs curves, respectively, for a U-shaped gate- contact of vertical
MESFET with drain pillar width 10 µm, while (c) and (d) are the same but for self-assembly
gate-contact touching the drain pillar with pillar width 5 µm. In general, the figure depicts the
leakage effects resulted from the Schottky barrier lowering. This is apparent for both of the
different designs represented in the figure. The amount of the gate current I gs provides an
evidence on this leakage. The electrons leak from the metal side of the Schottky barrier into the
u-GaN. In addition, it is also evident from the figure that this leakage increases as the drain bias
and the reverse bias Vg increase. Moreover, the comparison of the experimental results and the
simulation shows a good agreement in Fig. 4.7(c) and (d).

4.3.3 Effect of varying the drain pillar width and height
This subsection targets a vertical MESFET design that can reach cut-off at low Vg while
the u-GaN carrier concentration is 5 × 1016 cm−3 and effective Schottky barrier leakage exists.
Both of the vertical MESFETs presented in Fig 4.8 (a) and (b) are of 0.5 µm drain pillar width. It
is obvious from the figure that the design (a) with gate-contact on the pillar is capable of
reaching cut-off at only −3 V, which is much more power efficient compared to that in design (b)
with gate just touching the drain pillar.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of vertical MESFETs with 0.5 µm pillar width. (a) For a gate on the drain pillar
and vertically surrounding it. (b) Lateral gate that is just touching the drain pillar. The n-GaN, u-GaN, and
buffer layer are represented by green, blue, and red colors, respectively.

Design (b) depends on the lateral expansion of the depletion region and it requires more
bias and power to reach cut-off. Even for very thin pillar like that in Fig. 4.8 (b), it required −15
V to reach cut-off. The low gate bias at which the vertical MESFET design in Fig. 4.8 (a)
operates suggests that this design is a good candidate to work efficiently even at high u-GaN
carrier concentration and considerable leakage current, which is the chief result presented in this
study.

4.4 Closing remarks
In this study various vertical MESFET designs have been proposed and simulated to
achieve power efficient transistor device. Simulation results for the fabricated and another
proposed MESFET designs had helped in understanding the experimentally measured MESFET
characteristics and proposing more power efficient MESFET design. The effect of varying gatecontact shape, leakage current, and varying the drain pillar size have all been investigated in an
attempt to determine their influence on the vertical MESFET device operation. The following
inferences can be drawn:


The u-GaN carrier concentration poses strong constraint on the size of the drain pillar of
the vertical MESFET, and the lateral full depletion of the drain pillar requires much
higher gate bias Vg to reach cut-off.
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Provided the asymmetry in the MESFET design, the investigation of 3D aspects of the
design is important, and it helps in determining the depletion region size in a more
realistic configuration and studying its effects on the device IV characteristics.



The Schottky barrier lowering induces leakage current that could make the depletion of
the channel between the drain pillar and the source very challenging as the leakage
current dominates the current in that channel.



To resolve the aforementioned issue, the vertical MESFET has to be designed such that it
reaches cut-off at lower gate and drain biases and before the leakage current contributes
significantly to the Ids current.



Adjusting the drain pillar width and height sketches a way to realize a vertical MESFET
design which can operate efficiently with low power consumption.

Building a power efficient MESFETs on standard GaN LED sapphire wafers would help
integrating power devices with LEDs and it would allow many communication and lighting
applications to become feasible.
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Chapter 5
Introduction and surface plasmon-polariton waves guiding by
the interface of a metal and a rugate filter with a sinusoidal
refractive-index profile
5.1 Introduction
The canonical boundary-value problem of wave propagation guided by the planar
interface of an isotropic homogeneous metal and a dielectric rugate filter with a refractive index
that varies periodically normal to the interface was shown to admit more than one solution, at a
specific frequency. The different solutions indicate surface plasmon-polariton (SPP) waves [1-5]
that differ in phase speed, attenuation rate, linear polarization state, and field distribution. But,
the canonical problem is not practically implementable because both partnering materials are
semi-infinite in thickness. Whereas a metal film of a few tens of nanometers in thickness is an
adequate substitute for a half space occupied by the same metal, the rugate filter can be just a
few periods thick in practical configurations. Theoretical research on both the prism-coupled
configuration [6] and the grating-coupled configuration [7] has subsequently verified the
multiplicity of SPP waves.
In all three investigations on the guidance of SPP waves by a metal/rugate-filter interface,
attention was confined to SPP waves with low phase speeds v p < c [1, 6, 7], where c is the
speed of light in free space (i.e., vacuum). Specifically, if the minimum refractive index of the
rugate filter is denoted by na > 1 and the maximum refractive index by nb > na , almost all SPP
waves found had phase speeds v p < na c , and only a few were found with v p  c, na c .

However, when the metal is replaced by a dielectric material, surface waves with very
high phase speeds ( v p > c ) have been found [8]. Called optical Tamm states, such surface waves
can even have infinite phase speeds [9] and may be exploited for polariton lasers [10]. This issue
prompted us to enquire if multiple SPP waves with phase speeds v p > c could be guided by a
metal/rugate-filter interface. This study is a report of our theoretical investigations.
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For this purpose, we theoretically considered (i) the canonical boundary-value problem
consisting of a planar interface between semi-infinite expanses of metal and a rugate filter, (ii)
the grating-coupled configuration consisting of finitely thick partnering materials with a
periodically corrugated interface, and (iii) a simpler configuration consisting of finitely thick
partnering materials with a planar interface. Section 5.2 provides necessary information, detailed
descriptions of the methods of solution being available elsewhere [1, 7]. Numerical results for all
three problems are presented and discussed in Sec. 5.3 for the same constitutive parameters of
the partnering materials as were taken in ref.[1]. Finally, general conclusions are presented in
Sec. 5.4.
An exp (it ) time-dependence is implicit, with  denoting the angular frequency. The
free-space wavenumber and the free-space wavelength are denoted by k0 =   0 0

and

 = 2/k , respectively, with  and  being the permeability and permittivity of free space.
0

0

0

0

The asterisk indicates the complex conjugate. Vectors are in boldface, and the Cartesian unit
vectors are identified as u x , u y , and u z .

5.2 Theory in brief
5.2.1 Canonical boundary-value problem
The canonical boundary-value problem is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The halfspace z < 0 is occupied with a homogeneous metal of relative permittivity  met , while the halfspace z > 0 is occupied by a rugate filter made of an isotropic dielectric material whose relative
permittivity  r (z ) is given by [11, 12]
2

 n  na   nb  na   z 
(1)
 r ( z ) =  b
z > 0,

 sin   ,
 2   2    
where 2 is the period of the sinusoidal variation of the refractive index nr ( z ) =  r ( z ) .



Without loss of generality, each SPP wave propagates parallel to the unit vector u x with an
exp (ix) dependence on x and no dependence on y . The SPP wavenumber  is complex, with
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v p = / Re( ) . Inside the metallic half-space, the fields vary as

exp (i met z )

with

 2   m2 et = k 2 met and Im( met ) > 0 . Inside the half-space occupied by the rugate filter, the field
0

representation is more complicated but, by virtue of the Floquet--Lyapunov theorem [13], it can
be stated that the fields change by a factor of exp i 2 , when z is incremented to z  2 ;
furthermore, the fields decay as z   [1] because Im( ) > 0 .

0 Figure 5.1: Schematic of the canonical boundary-value problem

5.2.2 Grating-coupled configuration
The grating-coupled configuration is shown in Fig. 5.2. Let the regions z < 0 and z > d 3
be vacuous. Let a rugate filter with relative permittivity  r (d 2  z ) occupy the region 0  z  d1 ,
and the metallic partnering material with spatially uniform relative permittivity  met occupy the
region d 2  z  d3 . The region d1 < z < d 2 contains a surface-relief grating of period L along
the x axis. The relative permittivity  g ( x, z ) =  g ( x  L, z ) in the reference unit cell 0 < x < L of
this region is taken to be as
   met   r (d 2  z )Ud 2  z  g ( x) , x  0, L1 
 g ( x, z ) =  met
,
x  ( L1 , L)
  r (d 2  z ),

(2)

with g ( x) = d 2  d1 sinx/L1  , L1  (0, L) , and the unit step function U( )  1 except that
U( ) = 0 for  < 0 . Although g (x) has been chosen as a sinusoidal function of x here, other

choices can also be made.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the grating-coupled configuration. Specular components of the reflected and
transmitted light are of order, whereas nonspecular components are of non-zero orders.

Let a plane wave propagating in the xz plane be incident on the rugate filter backed by
the surface-relief grating at an angle  with the z axis, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The incident,
reflected, and transmitted electric field phasors can be written in terms of Floquet harmonics [7]
as


E inc (r) =  a s( n ) u y  a (pn ) p n  expik x( n ) x  k z( n ) z , z  0,
nZ


E ref (r) = rs( n ) u y  rp( n ) p n expik x( n ) x  k z( n ) z , z  0,

(3)
(4)

nZ


E tr (r) = t s( n ) u y  rp( n ) p n expik x( n ) x  k z( n ) z  d 3 , z  0,

(5)

k x( n) = k0 sin   2n/L

(6)

nZ

where

and

 

k z( n ) =  k02  k x( n )

2

(7)

denote the x - and z -components of the wavevectors of the Floquet harmonics of order n ,
respectively, and

p n = 

k (n)
k z( n )
uˆ x  x uˆ z .
k0
k0

(8)
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The expansion coefficients for the incident electric field phasor are denoted by as( ,np) , for the
reflected electric field phasor by rs(,np) , and for the transmitted electric field phasor by t s(,np) , where
the subscript s identifies the s -polarization state and the subscript p identifies the p polarization state. When the incident plane wave is p polarized, a (pn ) =  n 0 V m 1 and
as( n )  0n  Z , where 

nn'

is the Kronecker delta and Z = 0,1,2,... ; when the incident plane

wave is s polarized, a (pn )  0 and as( n ) =  n 0 V m 1 n  Z .
The boundary-value problem depicted in Fig. 5.2 can be conveniently solved by the
rigorous coupled-wave approach (RCWA) [14, 15]. Following Ref. [7] in implementing the
RCWA, we expand the relative permittivity in the region 0  z  d3 as a Fourier series with
respect to x as

 ( x, z ) =   ( n) ( z ) exp i 2nx/L ,
nZ

z  0, d3 ,

(9)

with known  ( n ) ( z ) , and the electric and magnetic field phasors are similarly expanded in the
same region as





(10)





(11)

E(r ) =  E( n ) ( z ) exp ik x( n ) x , z  0, d3 ,
nZ

and

H(r ) =  H ( n ) ( z ) exp ik x( n) x , z  0, d3 .
nZ

The expansions in (10) and (11) can also be regarded as Floquet harmonics with unknown
vector

functions

E( n) ( z ) = Ex( n) ( z )uˆ x  E y( n) ( z )uˆ y  Ez( n) ( z )uˆ z

and

H( n) ( z ) = H x( n) ( z )uˆ x  H y( n) ( z )uˆ y  H z( n) ( z )uˆ z .

Substitution of Eqs. (9)--(11) in the frequency-domain Maxwell curl postulates results in
an infinite system of coupled first-order differential equations---which can not be solved on a
digital computer. Therefore, we restricted | n | N t , and the resulting finite system of ordinary
differential equations was solved for the reflection coefficients rs(,np) and the transmission
coefficients t s(,np) , n  0,1,2,..., Nt .
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Depolarization does not occur in this problem. For p -polarized incidence,

Rp =

Nt

 k z( n ) 
(n) 2
 (0) 
|
r
|
Re
 p
n =  Nt
 kz 

(12)

is the total reflectance and

Tp =

Nt

 k z( n ) 
(n) 2
 (0) 
|
t
|
Re
 p
n =  Nt
 kz 

(13)

is the total transmittance. The corresponding quantities for s -polarized incidence are

Rs =

Nt



 k z( n ) 
| Re (0) 
 kz 

(14)

 k z( n ) 
| Re (0) ,
 kz 

(15)

(n) 2
s

|r

n =  Nt

and

Ts =

Nt



n =  Nt

|t

(n) 2
s

respectively. The quantities of greatest interest are the absorptances Ap = 1  Rp  Tp and

As = 1  Rs  Ts , both computed as functions of  .

The accuracy of the solution using RCWA depends on the value of N t , the number of
terms of Floquet harmonics in the representation of field phasors being 2 N t  1 . As a stable
numerical algorithm to implement the RCWA has been explained elsewhere in detail [7], we
skip the details to go directly to present representative numerical results.

5.2.3 Plane-coupled configuration
The theory presented in Sec. 5.2.2 is also valid if d 2 = d1 , i.e., the interface between the
metal and the rugate filter, both of finite thickness, is flat rather than periodically corrugated. In
that case, the problem simplifies to that of reflection/transmission of plane waves by a
multilayered material [16, Sec.~1.6]. The RCWA can still be used but with N t = 0 .

5.3 Numerical Results and Discussion
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All calculations were carried out at the free-space wavelength 0 = 633 nm. The metal
was taken to be bulk aluminum:  met = 56  21i . While the half-period  of the rugate filter
was kept variable in the range 0.0005  /0  2 , its minimum and maximum indexes of
refraction were fixed the same as in Part I: na = 1.45 and nb = 2.32 [12].

5.3.1 Canonical boundary-value problem
In Part I, the search for the solutions of the dispersion equation had been confined to

Re( )/k0 > 1 with emphasis on solutions for which Re( )/k0 > na . For Part II, we deliberately
extended our search to Re( )/k0  0 in order to cover high-phase-speed (and even infinite-phasespeed) solutions.
Let us note that the solutions of the canonical boundary-value problem presented here
should not be considered complete in number. This is due to the fact that the dispersion equation
(formulated in Part I) is nonlinear in  , and its solutions are found using a combination of two
standard methods: the search method and the Newton--Raphson method [17]. Since  is a
complex number, it is difficult to scan the entire solution space.
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Figure 5.3:

(Left) Real and (right) imaginary parts of /k 0 as functions of /0 for SPP wave

propagation guided by the planar interface of aluminum and a rugate filter with na = 1.45 and

nb = 2.32 , in the canonical boundary-value problem.

4.3.1.1 Phase speed

All solutions found are presented in Fig. 5.3. They indicate SPP waves with different
phase speeds v p and e-folding distances 1/Im( ) along the direction of propagation. The
solutions are organized in 21 branches in the figure: 11 branches labeled as p1--p11 represent
SPP waves with the p -polarization state, and ten branches labeled as s1--s10 represent SPP
waves with the s -polarization state. All high-phase-speed solutions ( v p > c or Re( )/k0 < 1 ) in
these branches are new, but more solutions for which v p < c (i.e., Re( )/k0 > 1 ) than in Part I
were also found. Thus, the solution branches identified as p5, p10, p11, s1--s3, and s6--s9 in the
figure had been missed in Part I. For most branches, the beginning and the end are readily
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identifiable by a rapid decrease in Im( ) . The beginning of any branch with high-phase-speed
solutions is identifiable as having very high values of Im( )

Table 5.1: Relative wavenumbers /k 0 of possible SPP waves obtained by the solution of the canonical
boundary-value problem [1] for /0 = 0.31 . If  represents an SPP wave propagating in the direction

u x ,   represents an SPP wave propagating in the  u x direction.
Branch

Relative wavenumber

s1

1.91223  0.00446i

s2

0.90259  0.00533i

p1

2.18900  0.03085i

p2

1.56930  0.00493i

p11

0.94552  0.00202i

Clearly, solutions with Re( )/k0 < 1 can exist. In Fig. 5.3, they appear on the branches
p5, p10, and p11 of p -polarized SPP waves and the branches s1, s2, and s7 of s -polarized SPP
waves. These six new branches constitute the chief result presented in this study.
The branches p10, p11, s1, and s2 extend for small values of the rugate-filter's period,
i.e., for rapid variations of the refractive index in close proximity of the metal/rugate-filter
interface. Thus, either one or two pairs of solutions exist for a given value of

/0  0.042,0.32 . The two members of each pair are of different polarization states and with
similar values of  . For somewhat larger values of /0 , the branches p5 and s7 are formed by
solutions with moderately high phase speed.
Extremely high values of the phase speed are possible. As an example, for

/0 = 0.04026 we found the solution /k0 = 8.4442 1017  5.65133i on the branch p10;
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likewise, for /0 = 0.043194 we found the solution /k0 = 2.23478 1016  5.36352i on the
branch s1. These solutions refer to SPP waves that are similar to optical Tamm states which can
have infinite phase speed [9]. The situation is also reminiscent of that of the interface of a metal
and a Bragg mirror whose unit cell comprises two homogeneous dielectric layers of quarterwave thickness [18, 19].
5.3.1.2 Localization
The fields of an SPP wave decay as exp Im( met ) z  as z   (on the metal side of the
interface z = 0 ) because Im( met ) > 0 . Typically, Im( met ) is on the order of the skin depth,
which means that SPP wave is highly localized to the metal/rugate-filter interface on the metal
side, regardless of the solution branch.

Figure 5.4: Normalized decay parameter Im( )/k 0 vs. /0 corresponding to the solutions presented in
Fig. 5.3 in the canonical boundary-value problem.

On the rugate-filter side of the interface, as mentioned in Sec. 5.2.1, the fields reduce by
exp  Im( )2 , Im( ) > 0 , when z is incremented to z  2 . Figure 5.4 presents the
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normalized decay parameter Im( )/k0 vs. /0 for all 21 branches in Fig. 5.3. For low-phasespeed solutions (i.e., v p < na c ), Im( ) is large enough that the SPP wave is confined to a few
periods of the metal/rugate-filter interface on the rugate-filter side, as numerically exemplified in
Part I. The lower is the phase speed, the higher is the degree of localization to the interface on
the rugate-filter side.
Beginning with extremely large phase speeds, the branches p10 and p11 die out in the
intermediate-phase-speed regime. As can be gathered from Fig. 5.4, localization on the branch
p10 is strong when the phase speed is very high but weakens as the phase speed decreases. The
branch p11 shows the same weakening trend, except that localization is not strong for any
solution on this branch.
On branches p5 and s7, the localization is weak in the high-phase-speed regime, becomes
stronger when the phase speed is intermediate, and weakens again in the low-phase-speed
regime. The behavior of Im( ) is the similar to that of Im( ) on all other p branches. At the
beginning or the end of a branch in the group p1--p5, Im( ) is small but it gets larger as one
moves towards the center of the branch. On the branch p6, the localization increases in the
intermediate-phase-speed regime, then weakens in the beginning of the low-phase-speed regime,
and increases again as the phase speed is lowered further. On each of the branches p7--p9, the
localization increases monotonically.
On branches s1 and s2, Im( ) is very small for small /0 but increases with increase in

/0 and reaches its maximum value when /0 = 1.7 and 1.95 , respectively. Localization to
the interface on the rugate-filter side is weak for solutions in the high-phase-speed regime (
v p > c ), but becomes stronger in the intermediate-phase-speed regime ( c > v p > na c ), and first

strengthens and then saturates in the low-phase-speed regime ( v p < na c )---on these two branches
with increase of /0 .
On branches s3--s6, Im( ) increases monotonically with /0 , whereas Im( ) first
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increases and then decreases. In other words, localization to the interface increases but the efolding distance along the direction of propagation first decreases and then increases. In contrast,
both the localization to the interface and the e-folding distance along the direction of propagation
follow the same trend as /0 increases, on branches s7--s10.

Figure 5.5: Variations of the Cartesian components of P(0,0, z ) with z in the canonical
boundary-value problem. The components parallel to


 
u x , u y , and u z

are represented by red solid, blue

dashed, and black chain-dashed lines, respectively. The data for the plots on the left were computed for
the solutions (top) /k0 = 0.9455  0.0020i , (middle) 0.8444  0.0032i , and (bottom)
0.7144  0.0047i on branch p11 with / = 0.31 , 0.3 and 0.29, respectively.
0
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The data for the plots on the right were computed for the solutions (top) /k0 = 0.9026  0.0053i ,
(middle) 0.8044  0.0058i , and (bottom) 0.6795  0.0066i on branch s2 with /0 = 0.31 , 0.3 ,
and 0.29 , respectively. The magnitude of the electric field was fixed at 1 V m 1 on the plane

z = 0  for all six SPP waves.

The

spatial

distribution





of

the

time-averaged

Poynting

vector

P( x, y, z ) = (1/2) Re E(r)  H (r) helps visualize the degree of localization to the guiding
interface. For solutions in the low-phase-speed regime, Part I contains many plots of P(0,0, z )
vs. z > 0 that confirm that the SPP wave is confined to a few periods of the metal/rugate-filter
interface on the rugate-filter side.
Figure 5.5 presents representative plots for six solutions in the high-phase-speed regime.
Specifically, the plots on the left are for three high-phase-speed solutions on the branch p11, and
those on the right are three high-phase-speed solutions on the branch s2. For all six solutions,

/0  0.29,0.31 . Clearly, this figure demonstrates the localization of high-phase-speed SPP
waves to the metal/rugate-filter interface. Although not readily evident in the figure, the power
density is maximum on the metal side at z = 0  , as expected. But the locations of the
maximums inside the rugate-filter lie away from the plane z = 0  , just as for many low-phasespeed solutions in Part I. The power density decays on the rugate-filter side almost wholly within

80 of the interface for the p -polarized SPP waves, and within 40 for the s -polarized SPP
waves. The difference between the degrees of localization of p - and s -polarized SPP waves
helps select the thicknesses of the partnering materials, especially the rugate filter, while
implementing the grating-coupled configuration with or without the periodic corrugations in the
following two subsections.
Significantly, the maximum values of Px of the p -polarized SPP waves are higher than
of s -polarized SPP waves, even though the electric field was taken to have the same magnitude
on the plane z = 0  for all six high-phase-speed SPP waves in Fig. 5.5. This fact suggests more
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effective excitation of p -polarized than s -polarized SPP waves with v p > c . Moreover, on any
specific branch, the lower is the phase speed of an SPP wave, the lower is the maximum value of

Px on the rugate-filter side.
As discussed in Sec. 5.3.1.1, extremely high values of the phase speed are possible. For
all extremely-high-speed SPP waves, Px ;0 and Py  0 in the rugate filter; however, while Pz ;0
for p -polarized SPP waves, Pz can be substantial in magnitude for s -polarized SPP waves.
Furthermore, the localization of these s -polarized SPP waves to the interface is extremely weak
on the rugate-filter side.
As very little energy propagates along the x axis, the extremely-high-speed SPP waves
are useless for communication. Also, the imaginary part of the complex Poynting vector

E(r)  H (r) of an extremely-high-phase-speed SPP wave has substantial magnitude inside the
rugate filter, regardless of the polarization state, which confirms that these SPP waves comprise
non-propagating fields.

5.3.2 Grating-coupled configuration
Let us now present the numerical results relevant to the grating-coupled excitation of
high-phase-speed SPP waves. We chose the same constitutive parameters and the free-space
wavelength as in Sec. 5.3.1. We fixed L1 = 0.5L , the grating depth d 2  d1 = 50 nm, and the
thickness d3  d 2 = 30 nm, since small variations of these quantities do not affect the excitation
of the SPP waves qualitatively [7]. Moreover, N t = 8 was chosen after ascertaining that the
absorptances for N t = 8 converged to within  1% of the absorptances calculated with N t = 9 .
Other computational details are similar to those described in Ref. [7].
We targeted the grating-coupled excitation of high-phase-speed SPP waves. For this
purpose, Ap and As were plotted as functions of  for specific values of d1 . Given that

/0 
0.7 for the branches p5, p10, p11, s1, and s2, we first focused our attention on small values
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of that ratio. We then also chose /0  1.0,1.2 to excite high-phase-speed SPP waves on the
branch s7.
Curves of Ap and As vs.  were drawn and the absorptance peaks in these curves were
identified. All peaks were then subjected to a battery of three tests in order to isolate the
excitation of SPP waves. First, the peaks whose  -locations become independent of the value of
d1 as that variable is increased were identified, as these peaks could represent the excitation of

SPP waves. Second, we compared the wavenumbers k x(n ) with the values of Re( ) on the
solution branches in Fig. 5.3 to make the identifications more reliable [7]. These two tests
distinguish SPP waves from waveguide modes that depend strongly on the thickness d1 of the
rugate filter [7]. Third and finally, plots of the Cartesian components of the time-averaged
Poynting vector Px (0.75L,0, z ) vs. z at the  -values of the absorptance peaks still surviving
were examined to determine the localization characteristics.
Several Ap -peaks survived the three tests. In order to illustrate the characteristics of the
SPP waves excited, let us begin with /0 = 0.31 . The solution of the corresponding canonical
boundary-value problem [1] yielded three p -polarized and two s -polarized SPP waves, the
relative wavenumbers /k0 being provided in Table 1. This table guided the choice of the grating
period L = 20 to study the excitation of the high-phase-speed p -polarized SPP waves in the
grating-coupled configuration.
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Figure 5.6: Absorptance Ap as a function of the incidence angle  for d1  40,65,80,100,
when 0 = 633 nm,  = 0.310 , L = 20 , L1 = 0.5L , d 2  d1 = 50 nm, d3  d 2 = 30 nm,

 met = 56  21i , na = 1.45 , and nb = 2.32 . A vertical arrow identifies an SPP wave.
The absorptance

Ap

is presented as a function of



in Fig. 5.6,

for

d1  40,65,80,100. For all four values of d1 , a peak is present at  = 25.69 . At

 = 25.69 , the relative wavenumber k x(1) /k0 = 0.934 is close to Re(/k0 ) = 0.94552 in Table 1.
Thus, the Ap -peak at  = 25.69 in Fig. 5.6 very likely represents the excitation of a p polarized SPP wave as a Floquet harmonic of order n = 1 . The variation of Px (0.75L,0, z ) ,
provided in Fig. 5.7, for  = 25.69 and na = 1.45, nb = 2.32 shows that Px decays away from
the plane z = d 2 in the region d3 < z < d1 and decays periodwise---according to the Floquet-Lyapunov theorem [13]---from the plane z = d1 inside the rugate filter ( 0 < z < d1 ). Hence, the
three tests confirm that a solution on branch p11 can be excited in the grating-coupled
configuration.
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Figure 5.7: Variation of the x -component of the time-averaged Poynting vector P(0.75L,0, z ) along the

z axis in the regions (left) 0 < z < d1 and (right) d1 < z < d3 for p -polarized incidence, when
 = 25.69 , 0 = 633 nm,  = 0.310 , L = 20 , L1 = 0.5L , d 2  d1 = 50 nm, d3  d 2 = 30 nm,
d1 = 80 ,  met = 56  21i , na = 1.45 , and nb = 2.32 .
Several As -peaks also survived the three tests. Remaining with /0 = 0.31 , we present
curves of As versus  in Fig. 5.8, for d1  15,17.5,22.5,40 as an example. For all four
values of d1 , a peak is present at  = 21.88 . The excitation of the s -polarized SPP wave is also
evident from the results of the second test: at  = 21.88 , the relative wavenumber
k x(1) /k0 = 0.8730 is fairly close to Re(/k0 ) = 0.90259 in Table 1. Thus, the As -peak at

 = 21.88 in Fig. 5.8 proves the excitation of an s -polarized SPP wave as a Floquet harmonic
of order n = 1 . Furthermore, the variation of Px (0.75L,0, z ) , provided in Fig. 5.9, for d1 = 17.5
and  = 21.88 shows that Px decays away from the plane z = d 2 in the region d3 < z < d1 and
decays periodwise from the plane z = d1 inside the rugate filter ( 0 < z < d1 ).
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Figure 5.8: Same as Fig. 5.6 except that As is plotted instead of Ap and d1  15,17.5,22.5,40.

Figure 5.9: Same as Fig. 5.7 except that  = 21.88 , d1 = 17.5 , and the incident plane wave is s
polarized.

The results presented in this subsection focus on the solutions lying on branches p11 and
s2 , but we have confirmed that similar characteristics for the solutions lying on branches p10,
p5, s1, and s7 in the v p > c regime.
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5.3.3 Plane-coupled configuration
A significant difference between the high-phase-speed SPP waves and the other SPP
waves is that the former have Re(/k0 ) < 1 . Fields with an exp (ix) variation with Re(/k0 ) > 1
inside the rugate filter must be excited using either a dielectric material with a high refractive
index in the region z < 0 ---which is the hallmark of prism-coupled configurations [20-22]---or
making the metal/rugate-filter interface periodically corrugated. However, even though the highphase-speed SPP waves can be excited in the grating-coupled configuration, as shown in Sec.
5.3.2---like the SPP waves in the intermediate- and low-phase-speed regimes---these SPP waves
can be excited even without the surface-relief grating.
Therefore, we set d 2 = d1 and the absorptances Ap and As were calculated as functions
of  ---with N t = 0 because of the absence of nonspecular modes due to planarity of the
interface between the metal and the rugate filter. We set /0 = 0.31 , the solutions of the
corresponding canonical boundary-value problem being provided in Table 1.
Curves of Ap and As vs.  are presented in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11, respectively. In each figure, an
absorptance peak is present independent of value of d1 for sufficiently large d1 . In Fig. 5.10, the Ap peak at  = 71.04 indicates the excitation of a

p -polarized SPP wave because, the relative

wavenumber k x(0) /k0 = 0.9457 is close to Re(/k0 ) = 0.94552 in Table 1 and the spatial variation of Px
(not shown) at this value of the incidence angle confirms the localization of Px to the metal/rugate-filter
interface. Similarly, an As -peak at  = 64.79 in Fig. 5.11 represents the excitation of an s -polarized
SPP wave because k x(0) /k0 = 0.9048 is close to Re(/k0 ) = 0.90259 in Table 1 and the spatial variation
of Px (not shown) at this value of incidence angle shows the localization of Px to the metal/rugate-filter
interface.

A comparison of Figs. 5.6 and 5.8 with Figs. 5.10 and 5.11 indicates that the excitation of
the high-phase-speed SPP waves is more efficient when the metal/rugate-filter interface is planar
than when it is periodically corrugated. This is because the relevant absorptance peaks are higher
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in Figs. 5.6 and 5.8 than in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11.

Figure 5.10: Same as Fig. 5.6 except that d 2  d1 = 0 .
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Figure 5.11: Same as Fig. 5.8 except that d 2  d1 = 0 .

Let us note that the magnitude of the Ap -peak in Fig. 5.10 is maximum with respect to
d1 when d1 = 65 , and that of the As -peak in Fig. 5.11 is maximum when d1 = 17.5 . As was

illustrated in Fig. 5.5, the p -polarized high-phase-speed SPP waves are localized within 40 to

60 and the s -polarized high-phase-speed SPP waves are localized within 15 to 20 of the
interface inside the rugate filter. Therefore, the optimum thickness of the partnering dielectric
material for the excitation of SPP waves in the practical configurations should be similar. This
was not obvious in the grating-coupled configuration because of the complexity of the
electromagnetic fields in that configuration, but is clearly evident in the plane-coupled
configuration. When the value of d1 decreases below the optimum value of d1 , the characteristic
of the SPP wave start to change because the air/rugate-filter interface interacts strongly with the
rugate-filter/metal interface. Below a certain value of d1 , the interaction will become very
complicated as new modes of propagation will arise. However, when the value of d1 increases
above the optimum value, the fraction of the energy of the incident plane wave that reaches the
metal/rugate filter interface starts to decrease. Beyond a certain value of d1 , the free-
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space/rugate-filter interface and the metal/rugate-filter interface will essentially be uncoupled
from each other, and no SPP wave will be excited. The effect of decoupling is stronger for s than for the p -polarized incidence, very likely due to the greater air/rugate-filter impedance
mismatch for the former case than the latter.

5.4 Closing remarks
The excitation of multiple surface-plasmon-polariton waves---with phase speed greater
than the speed of light in vacuum---due to a surface-relief grating formed by a metal and a rugate
filter, both of finite thickness, was studied using the rigorous coupled-wave approach for a
practically implementable setup [7]. A peak in the plot of absorptance vs. angle of incidence 
indicates the presence of an SPP wave, provided that the  -location of the peak turns out to be
independent of the thickness of the rugate filter. Comparison was made with the solution of the
underlying canonical boundary-value problem [1] to ascertain if an absorptance peak
corresponds to the excitation of an SPP wave.
In addition to the solutions identified in Part I, we found solutions of the canonical
problem that made us conclude the possibility of p - and s -polarized SPP waves with very high
phase speeds. For a given period of the surface-relief grating, only some, but not necessarily all,
SPP waves predicted by the solution of the canonical problem may be excited in practical
configurations. Moreover, the excitation of high-phase-speed SPP waves is more efficient when
a planar metal/rugate-filter interface used than with a periodically corrugated metal/rugate-filter
interface.
The high-phase-speed SPP waves lying on branches p10 and p11 attenuate more slowly
and the degree of their localization inside the rugate filter decreases as the period of the rugate
filter increases in relation to the free-space wavelength. The phase speeds of SPP waves lying on
branches p10, p11, s1, and s2 can be extremely high when the period is a very small fraction of
the free-space wavelength, but the waves are not useful for communication applications.
Just as the excitation of multiple low-phase-speed SPP waves at a fixed frequency is
potentially useful for optical sensing applications [23], we expect that the excitation of multiple
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SPP waves in the intermediate- and the high-phase-speed regimes will be similarly useful. This
would require the rugate filter to have sufficient porosity to be infiltrated by the analyte to be
sensed. Neither the prism-coupled configuration nor the periodic corrugation of the metal/rugatefilter interface would be necessary, leading to greater integration of chemical sensors based on
SPP waves in optical circuits. For solar-energy-harvesting applications, provided the rugate filter
is made of an appropriate semiconductor, the excitation of high-phase-speed SPP waves is
expected to enhance absorption of light and therefore the generation of electron-hole pairs, as has
already been noted for low-phase-speed SPP waves [24-27].
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Chapter 6
On the propensity of guiding surface-plasmon-polariton
waves by the back-contact of an amorphous silicon p-i-n solar
cell
6.1 Introduction
It was the cost effectiveness and the possibility of deposition on flexible substrates [1, 2,
3] that stimulated researchers to enhance the efficiency of thin-film solar cells regarding them as
promising candidates for future generations of photovoltaic devices. One of the light trapping
schemes which increases the absorption in the solar cell is the excitation of surface-plasmonpolariton (SPP) waves [4, 5, 6]. The light is guided by the metal/semiconductor interface until
finally it is absorbed by both of them [6, 4]. The ability of exciting multiple SPP waves at certain
wavelengths and incidence angle provides a route for enhancing light absorption in the solar cell
[7, 8, 9, 10]. A thin-film amorphous silicon p - i - n solar cell is a typical multilayer
configuration which allow the existence of multiple SPP waves [11, 12]. These SPP waves can
be TM - or TE -polarized. The p - i - n configuration is best suited for strong absorbers with
poor charge collection capabilities[13], although the main idea underlying the usage of SPP
waves is to increase the absorption. Thus, more focus should be made on the excitation of these
SPP waves while the i -layer (the absorber layer) is close to its bandgap edge [13], and its
absorption is fainting. During this wavelength range, the back-contact will be interacting
partially with the incident light, and the SPP waves will offer the semiconductor enhanced
opportunity for absorbing it.
For a p - i - n thin-film solar cell, the capability of guiding multiple SPP waves depend
on the optical parameters of the constituting layers close to the metal/semiconductor interface
[5]. By varying the semiconductor layer partnering the metallic back-contact, the number of SPP
waves that can be guided by the interface will be affected. The purpose of this study is to
investigate to what extent the propensity of guiding SPP waves will be influenced if the layer
partnering the metallic back-contact is changed, and to determine phase speeds, polarization
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states, and localization of the multiple SPP waves that can be guided by the metal/semiconductor
interface. In an attempt to accomplish the aforementioned purpose for the different partnering
layers of interest, a canonical boundary-value problem was considered [14]. The canonical
problem consists of semi-infinite metal partnering a semi-infinite periodically repeated p - i - n
multilayer solar cell. The Newton-Raphson method is used to find the solutions for the
dispersion relation developed from the canonical problem. These solutions constitute the relative
wavenumber branches at which the SPP waves can be excited. When these SPP wave solution
branches versus the incident light wavelength are known, the periodic length of a simple periodic
grating can be chosen to excite these SPP waves [11].
It is important to note that despite a p - i - n thin-film solar cell was considered in this
study, investigating the propensity of guiding the SPP waves for other types of solar cells,
chemical sensors, or plasmonic communication devices may be beneficial as well. Since the
canonical problem assumed semi-infinite materials--which does not allow a direct practical
outcome, a grating-coupled configuration was considered to excite the SPP waves predicted by
the canonical problem enhancing the total absorption of the p - i - n thin-film solar cell. It was
not the target of this study to find the optimal period of the back-contact grating or to find the
optimal efficiency of the p - i - n solar cell due to the excited SPP waves, but to study the
propensity of guiding the SPP waves by the back-contact if the partnering layer is varied. A
simple grating-coupled configuration was chosen because of the flexibility of choosing the
grating period, height, and duty cycle which provides a way to control light path-length and
benefit form the incident light more efficiently [15, 16]. Moreover, to excite an SPP wave, a
relative wavenumber that exceeds unity is usually required [17, 18]. Typically, a periodic grating
satisfies the relative wavenumber conditions for exciting multiple SPP waves in the Floquet
harmonic non-specular orders.
To describe the wave propagation at the metal/multilayer material interface, and within
the nanotextured back-contact of the solar cell, Maxwell equations have to be rigorously solved
[19]. For this purpose, the following problems were formulated and solved numerically: (i) a
canonical boundary-value problem consisting of semi-infinite expanses of periodically repeated
multilayer material and homogeneous metal contacting each other via a planar interface, and (ii)
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a simple periodic grating configuration consisting of a p - i - n multilayer and periodically
corrugated back-contact. The mathematical formulation of the aforementioned problems is
presented in Sec. 6.2. The numerical results are presented and anticipated in Sec. 6.3, and the
concluding remarks are drawn in Sec. 6.4. An exp ( jt ) time-dependence is implicit, where 
is the angular frequency. The free-space wavenumber is denoted by k0 = /c with c = 1/  0 0 ,

 , and  being the light speed, permeability and permittivity of free space, respectively.
0

0

Moreover, the intrinsic impedance of free space and the free-space wavelength are denoted by

 =  / and  = 2/k , respectively. The Cartesian unit vectors are denoted by u x , u y , and
0

0

0

0

0

u z , and vectors are in boldface.

6.2 Theory in brief
6.2.1 Canonical boundary-value problem
The canonical boundary-value problem yields the dispersion equation governing the SPP
waves that can be guided by the back-contact of the amorphous silicon solar cell. Consider a
planar interface separating a metal of spatially uniform relative permittivity  met occupying the

z < 0 half space, and a periodically repeated multilayer material occupying the z  0 half space
with periodic length  , as shown in Fig. 6.1. The relative permittivity of the multilayer material
is denoted by  ML ( z ) =  l , where
Re ML ( z ) > 0 .

zl 1  z  zl , l = 1,2,...,5 is the layer number, and
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0 Figure 6.1: Schematic of the canonical boundary-value problem. The blue, brown, blue, and whitedotted regions indicate the n -, i -, p -, and ITO coating layers, respectively.

Without loss of generality, suppose an SPP wave propagating in x -direction at the
interface z = 0 and decay as z   . For the region occupied by the metal, the magnetic and
electric field phasors can be expressed as

H ( x, z ) =


k

k
1 
z , met
I uy  I 
u x  x u z  exp  j k x x  k z ,met z ,
TE  k
 0  TM
k 0 
 0



and



E( x, z ) = j   met

where I

TM

and I

TE

0



1

  H( x, z ),

z  0,

(1)

z  0,

(2)

are unknown constants with units of V m 1 , and TM and TE indicate the

TM - and TE -polarization states. For the field representation in the periodically repeated
multilayer material, let us write H( x, z ) = H( z ) exp  jk x x  and E( x, z ) = E( z ) exp  jk x x  where
H( z) = H x ( z)uˆ x  H y ( z )uˆ y  H z ( z)uˆ z

and

E( z) = Ex ( z )uˆ x  E y ( z )uˆ y  Ez ( z)uˆ z .

components of the field phasors can be expressed as



Ez ( z ) = k x /  0

ML



The

z-

H z ( z ) = k x /(0 ) E y ( z )

and

( z ) H y ( z ) . Using the Maxwell Curl postulates the magnetic and electric

fields in the multilayer material can be written as
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 H x ( z)



 0
d  H y ( z )
= j


dz E x ( z )
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0


0
0

 0 
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2
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 0 l

0
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 0   H x ( z ) 


  H y ( z )
0
  E ( z ) ,
 x 
0
  E y ( z ) 

0


  0 l 

0
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0
0

(3)

where zl 1  z  zl . Following Refs. [19, 11], the tangential components of the magnetic and
electric field at the boundaries of the period  in the z -direction can be written as

 H x ()  
 H x (0)  
 H () 
 H (0) 

y

 y
= Q 
,
 E x ()  
 E x (0)  




 E y ()  
 E y (0)  

(4)

where [Q] is analogous to that defined in Ref. [11]. Given the periodicity in the z -direction, by
the virtue of the Floquet-Lyapunov theorem it can be written that

 H x ()  
 H x (0) 
 H () 


~  H y (0) 

 y
 = exp( j[Q
])
.
(5)
 E x ()  
 E x (0) 




 E y ()  
 E y (0) 
~
From Eqs. (4) and (5), the matrices [Q ] and Q  have the same eigenvectors with different
~
eigenvalues. The eigenvalues of [Q ] and Q  are denoted by k z ,n and  n , respectively, and they
are related as

k z ,n =  j

ln  n
,


n  [1,4].

(6)

For an SPP wave guided by the metal/multilayer material interface, the fields will be decaying

~

as z   , which implies that Im(k z ,n ) > 0 and Im(k z ,met ) > 0 . The eigenvectors t n  of [Q ]
corresponding to the eigenvalues k z ,ML = k z ,n that satisfy the previously mentioned condition is
then used to equate the magnetic and electric field phasors at the interface. The non-trivial
solution for the yielded equation requires that the coefficients determinant be equal to zero [20,
14]. Setting the coefficients determinant equal to zero comprises the dispersion equation which
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govern the SPP waves propagation at the metal/multilayer material interface for the proposed
canonical configuration.

6.2.2 Grating-coupled configuration
The grating-coupled configuration is a practical boundary-value problem that can
examine the excitability of the SPP waves predicted from the canonical problem. Suppose a
boundary-value

problem

as

shown

in

Fig.

6.2

with

the

half-spaces

z0

and

z  ht = hd  hg  hm are vacuous. The region hd  hg  z  ht is a metal with homogeneous

relative permittivity  met , Re met  < 0 . On the other hand, the region 0  z  hd comprises a
nonhomogeneous multilayer material that constitutes the p - i - n solar cell with an indium tin
oxide (ITO) coating atop of it. The region hd < z < hd  hg is a simple periodic grating along the

x axis with periodic length L , grating height hg , and duty cycle 50% , as illustrated in Fig. 6.2.
The relative permittivity  g ( x, z ) =  g ( x  L, z ) in the reference unit cell 0  x  L of the
aforementioned region is given by
   met  1 Uhd  hg  z  g ( x), x  0, L1 
 g ( x, z ) =  met
,
1 ,
x  ( L1 , L]


(7)

with g ( x) = hg sin x/L1  , L1 = 0.5L , and the unit step function U( ) = 1 except that U( ) = 0
for  < 0 .
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of the grating-coupled configuration.

The boundary-value problem illustrated in Fig. 6.2 can be solved using the rigorous
coupled-wave approach (RCWA) [19, 21]. The RCWA is implemented as in Ref. [22], and the
relative permittivity in the region 0  z  ht is expanded as

 ( x, z ) =   ( r ) ( z ) exp  j 2rx/L ,
rZ

z  0, ht ,

(8)

with known Fourier coefficients  ( r ) ( z ) , and the magnetic and electric field phasors are
similarly expanded in the same region as





(9)





(10)

H( x, z ) =  H ( r ) ( z ) exp jk x( r ) x , z  0, ht .
rZ

and

E( x, z ) =  E( r ) ( z ) exp jk x( r ) x , z  0, ht ,
rZ

where k x( r ) = k0 sin   2r/L , and  is the incidence angle. The expansions in Eqs. (9) and (10)
can

also

be

regarded

as

Floquet

E( r ) ( z ) = Ex( r ) ( z )uˆ x  E y( r ) ( z )uˆ y  Ez( r ) ( z )uˆ z

harmonics
and

with

unknown

vector

functions

H( r ) ( z ) = H x( r ) ( z )uˆ x  H y( r ) ( z )uˆ y  H z( r ) ( z )uˆ z
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r  Z , and Z  0,1,2,....

Substitution of Eqs. (8)--(10) in the Maxwell curl postulates yields in an infinite system
of coupled first-order differential equations [11, 23, 24]. Therefore, we restricted | r |  ,
r  0,1,2,...,  , and the resulting finite system of ordinary differential equations was solved

for the reflection coefficients, transmission coefficients, and the total absorptance.

6.3 Numerical Results and Discussion
For the sake of comparing the propensity of guiding SPP waves by the back-contact of
the p - i - n amorphous silicon solar cell, the ITO, p -, and i -layers were persevered for all of
the four solar cell configurations subject of study. The thicknesses of the ITO, p - and i -layers
were fixed to 50 nm, 20 nm, and 350 nm, respectively. Three of the p - i - n solar cells have n
-layers of fixed thickness 45 nm partnering the back-contact yet of different bandgap energies
Eg = 1.4 , 1.6 , and 1.8 eV, respectively, while the fourth one has n -layer of 15 nm with

bandgap energy Eg = 1.8 eV atop of aluminum zinc oxide (AZO) of 30 nm that is partnering the
back-contact. The optical constants of the p -, i -, and n -layers are as in Refs. [11, 25], while
the optical constants of the ITO, AZO, and aluminum back-contact are as in Refs. [26, 27, 28].
Since the i -layer has the lowest bandgap Eg = 1.3 eV among the rest of the multilayer
material comprising the solar cell, the absorber layer of the silicon solar cells is approaching its
absorption limit at 0 = 954 nm. For 0  954 nm, the absorption of the back-contact metal will
be the major contributor to the total absorptance of the solar cell, and the excitation of SPP
waves will not lead to an increase in the efficiency of the solar cell. On the other hand, for

  700 nm, most of the incident light will be absorbed by the p - and i -layers, and hardly any
0

light will reach the back-contact metal, which reduces the ability of SPP wave excitation [11,
29]. Therefore, our study will focus only on free-space wavelength range 0  700,1000 nm.
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6.3.1 Canonical boundary-value problem

Figure 6.3: The Real part of k x /k0 as functions of 0 for SPP wave propagation guided by the planar
interface of aluminum partnering a multilayer material. For (a), (b), and (c) the n -layer has thickness of
45 nm and bandgap energies Eg = 1.4 , 1.6 , and 1.8 eV, respectively, while for (d) the n -layer is 15
nm thick and it is atop of 30 nm AZO layer.
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Four amorphous silicon solar cells were considered while each of them has a different
material partnering the metal. The multilayer material constituting the solar cell is assumed to be
periodically repeated with unit cell comprising the silicon solar cell in direction normal to the
planar metal interface along the z -axis. In this way, all the solutions of the canonical problem
can only be SPP waves and not waveguide modes. In addition the infinite periodic multilayer
material provides a way to determine the amount of decay of each SPP wave solution which is an
important factor to take into consideration while designing a practical configuration for the SPP
wave excitation (e.g. the grating-coupled configuration) and identifying these excitations as well.
A Mathematica program was written and used to solve the canonical problem in
Subsection 6.1, using the Newton-Raphson and the search methods [30]. For the four different
proposed configurations, Fig. 6.3 presents the real part of the relative wavenumber k x /k0 as
functions of wavelength 0 illustrating the permissible SPP waves. Generally, the solutions are
organized in 15 branches labeled as TM1 -- TM 9 representing SPP waves with TM -polarization
state, and 6 branches labeled as TE1 -- TE6 representing SPP waves with TE -polarization state.
The figure depicts that, for any solution branch, Re(k x )/k0 decreases monotonically as the
wavelength increases. As readily evident from the Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 that three branches, namely,

TM1 -- TM 3 have low phase speeds ( v p < c , equivalently, Re(k x )/k0 > 1 ) and high attenuation
Im(k z ,ML ) along the z -direction. On the contrary, branches TM 6 -- TM 9 , TE5 , and TE6 have

very high phase speeds ( v p > c , equivalently, Re(k x )/k0 < 1 ) exceeding the speed of light in free
space and low attenuation Im(k z ,ML ) along the z -direction [5]. The beginning and ending of the

TM and TE branches in Fig. 6.3 are readily identifiable by a rapid decrease in Im(k z ,ML ) in Fig.
6.4.
As can be inferred from Figs. 6.3, for the multilayer materials in Figs. 6.3(a)—6.3(c), the
same number of TM - and TE -polarized SPP wave solution branches can be guided by the
metal/semiconductor planar interface; however, the phase speeds, e-folding distances (not
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shown), and localization (not shown) of these SPP waves are slightly altered. This indicates that
these three solar cells have almost equivalent propensity of guiding SPP waves by the planar
interface. On the other hand, for the solar cell with AZO partnering the back-contact metal, a
significant decrease in the number of TE -polarized SPP wave solution branches is evident from
Fig. 6.3(d). This indicates the reduced propensity of guiding TE -polarized SPP waves, which
comprises the chief result presented in this study. Thus, if the SPP waves were excited using a
simple grating-coupled configuration that incorporates any of these configurations, the SPP
absorptance peaks are expected to be slightly shifted from one configuration compared with
another, while very few TE -polarized SPP absorptance peaks can exist in the case of AZO
partnering the metallic back-contact. The shift is due to the difference in the phase speeds of the
corresponding solution branches while the incidence angle, grating period, and duty cycle are all
held constant [11].

Figure 6.4: (a) and (b) represent the imaginary part of the normalized k z , ML as functions of 0 for SPP
wave propagation guided by the planar interface of aluminum partnering the multilayer materials
mentioned in Figs. 6.3(c) and 6.3(d), respectively.
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Since the propensity of guiding TE -polarized SPP waves in the fourth configuration is
significantly reduced while the rest have equivalent propensity of guiding both TM - and TE polarized SPP waves, the Third configuration was selected for further investigation of these SPP
waves while comparable results are expected for the configurations of Figs. 6.3(a) and 6.3(b).
For all 15 branches mentioned in Fig. 6.3(c) and 6.3(d), the normalized Im(k z ,ML ) which
indicates the localization of the SPP waves to the planar interface is provided in Figs. 6.4(a) and
(b), respectively. On the metal side of the interface, an SPP wave decay as exp Im(k z ,met ) z  while

z   , because Im(k z ,met ) > 0 . Typically, Im(k z ,met ) is of the order of the skin depth, which
implies the high localization to the interface on the metal side for any of the solution branches
present in Fig. 6.3. On the other hand, for the periodic multilayer material side of the interface,
the fields decrease by exp  Im(k z ,ML ) , Im(k z ,ML ) > 0 , when z is incremented to z   .
Referring to Fig. 6.3, for sufficiently low-phase-speed solutions (i.e., Re(k x )/k0 > 1 ), Im(k z ,ML ) is
large enough that the SPP wave is confined to one or two periods from the interface on the
multilayer semiconductor side, as numerically exemplified in Ref. [12]. However, as the phase
speed increases the localization decreases which reduces the chance of SPP wave excitation in a
practical finite configuration [5].
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6.3.2 Grating-coupled configuration

Figure 6.5: (a) and (b) The convergence error percentage % calculated for the p - i - n solar cell
configuration mentioned in Fig. 6.3(c) versus the incident wavelength 0 and the number of Fourier

harmonics  retained in the fields expansions, which depicts the convergence of the results for the TM and TE -polarization states, respectively. (c) The total absorptance At (0 ) for the same solar cell
configuration mentioned in Fig. 6.3(c) versus the incident wavelength 0 , and the SPP wave excitations
are indicated by arrows.
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Let us now present the numerical results relevant to the grating-coupled excitation of SPP
waves guided by the back-contact of the configuration mentioned in Fig. 6.3(c). The grating
height was considered to be hg = 50 nm, and the metal layer thickness hm = 100 nm. Moreover,
the periodic length of the simple grating incorporated at the back-contact of the p - i - n solar
cell was taken to be L = 300 nm, and the incidence angle was  = 30 . The convergence of the
calculated absorptances has been tested, and Figs. 6.5(a) and 6.5(b) show the calculated TM and TE -polarized convergence error percentage versus the wavelength 0 and the number of
Fourier harmonics  retained in the fields expansions. The convergence error percentage at
constant wavelength 0 was calculated as

Abs   Abs  1
Abs  1

100%,

(11)

where Abs  ,  1 are the polarized absorptances calculated with  and   1 retained Fourier
harmonic terms in the field expansions, respectively. As can be inferred from Figs. 6.5(a) and
6.5(b), the TM - and TE -polarized absorptances calculated with  = 12 converged to less than

 2% and  1% of the absorptances calculated with  = 13 , respectively, which demonstrates
the results convergence and the RCWA efficient implementation [11]. Other computational
details are mentioned elsewhere [11].

The absorptances plotted in Fig. 6.5(c) indicates three peaks in the TM -polarized
absorptance at wavelengths 0 = 750,870 , and 960 nm. The peak at 0 = 750 nm corresponds to
relative wavenumbers Re[k x( 1)/ko] = 3 and 2 , in the first positive and negative Floquet harmonic
orders, respectively. These relative wavenumbers are close to the SPP wave solutions 3.009 and

1.987 predicted from the canonical problem at the same 0 on the solution branches TM 4 and
TM 5 . Similarly, The peak at

 = 870
0

nm corresponds to relative wavenumbers

Re[k x( 1)/ko] = 3.4 and 2.4 , in the first positive and negative Floquet harmonic orders,

respectively. These relative wavenumbers are close to the SPP wave solutions 3.282 and 2.261
predicted from the canonical problem at the same 0 on the solution branches TM 3 and TM 4 .
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The peak at 0 = 960 nm corresponds to relative wavenumber Re[k x( 1)/ko] = 3.7 , in the first
positive Floquet harmonic order. This relative wavenumbers is close to the SPP wave solutions

3.722 predicted from the canonical problem at the same 0 on the solution branch TM 2 .
In the same way, Fig. 6.5(c) indicates five peaks in the TE -polarized absorptance at
wavelengths 0 = 730 , 810 , 835 , 915 , and 955 nm. The peaks at 0 = 730 , 810 , and 915 nm
correspond to relative wavenumbers Re[k x( 1)/ko] = 2.933 , 3.2 , and 3.55 , in the first positive
Floquet harmonic order. These relative wavenumbers are fairly close to the SPP wave solutions

2.743 , 3.145 , and 3.491 predicted from the canonical problem at the same 0 on the solution
branches TE 4 , TE3 , and TE 2 , respectively. Similarly, the peaks at 0 = 835 and 955 nm
correspond to relative wavenumbers Re[k x(0) /ko] = 2.783 and Re[k x( 1)/ko] = 2.683 . These relative
wavenumbers are fairly close to the SPP wave solutions 3.024 and 2.423 predicted from the
canonical problem at the same 0 on the solution branch TE3 . Figure 6.5(c) provide an evidence
on the multiple SPP waves excitations using a surface-relief simple periodic grating. These
multiple excited SPP waves could be either TM - or TE -polarized. These excited SPP waves
increased the absorptance of the p - i - n solar cell which enhances the solar cell efficiency.

Figure 6.6: (a) and (b) represent the x -component of the time-averaged Poynting vector Px ( x, z ) for
the TM - and TE -polarization states, respectively, for the same solar cell configuration mentioned in
Fig. 6.3(c). The SPP wave excitations are indicated by ``TM" and ``TE" labels in (a) and (b), respectively.

Figures 6.6(a) and 6.6(b) present the x -component of the time-averaged Poynting vector
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Px ( x, z ) for the p - i - n solar cell configuration mentioned in Fig. 6.3(c), which helps in
visualizing the localization of the excited SPP waves. In an agreement with Fig. 6.4(a) the
excited SPP waves lying on branches TM 2 and TM 3 are localized to the metal/semiconductor
interface, and the decay of the SPP waves is noticeable; however, for all of the TE -polarized
SPP waves the localization is significantly reduced, they are loosely bound to the
metal/semiconductor interface, and the decay of the SPP waves is unnoticeable. For the case
subject of study, an SPP wave excited by a positive Floquet harmonic order is propagating in the
positive x -direction and the corresponding time-averaged Poynting vector is positive. On the
other hand, an SPP waves excited by negative Floquet harmonic order is propagating in the
negative x -direction and the corresponding time-averaged Poynting vector is negative. This is
readily evident from Figs. 6.6(a) and 6.6(b) for the excited TM - and TE -polarized SPP waves
mentioned previously.
For solar cell applications, it is important to indicate the number of photons that would be
absorbed from the solar spectral photon flux  (0 ) of AM1.5G [23] depending on the amount of
total absorptance At (0 ) of the p - i - n solar cell configuration under investigation. To
accomplish that, a figure of merit of the solar cell was calculated as
1000

  ( ) A ( )d
0

=

t

0

0

700

1000

,

(12)

  ( )d
0

0

700

for the p - i - n solar cell configurations mentioned in Figs. 6.3(c) and 6.3(d), in addition to
another p - i - n solar cell similar to that mentioned in Fig. 6.3(c) but with the grating removed to
leave a flat planar metal surface [12], respectively. It was found that  = 0.664, 0.492, and

0.508 for the aforementioned solar cells, respectively. Evidently, the solar cell configuration
without AZO mentioned in Fig. 6.3(c) is at least 16% better than both of the other two solar cell
configurations (the one with AZO as in Fig. 6.3(d) and the flat metal configuration). This
confirms the results mentioned previously in subsection 6.1.
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6.4 Concluding Remarks
The canonical boundary value problem has been theoretically formulated and solved to
help compare p - i - n amorphous silicon solar cells with different materials partnering the
metallic back-contact. To further investigate the SPP waves predicted from the canonical
problem, one of these configurations was considered for the excitation of multiple SPP waves in
practical simple grating-coupled configuration. The absorptances were calculated for unpolarized
light over a wavelength range of interest and the time-averaged Poynting vector confirmed the
excitation of these SPP waves. The following conclusions could be drawn:
(i) For all of the configurations without AZO, the same number of TM - and TE polarized SPP wave solution branches can be guided by the metal/semiconductor planar
interface; however, the phase speeds, e-folding distances, and localization of these SPP waves
are slightly altered.
(ii) For the configuration with AZO, the number of TE -polarized SPP wave branches is
significantly reduced indicating the poor propensity of guiding this polarization state if AZO is
partnering the metallic back-contact.
(iii) The SPP wave branches which have low phase speeds are more localized to the
metal/multilayer material interface, and are more suitable for excitation in practical finite
configurations.
(iv) A simple periodic grating which is carefully designed can excite multiple TM - and

TE -polarized SPP waves, simultaneously.
(v) The excited SPP waves could increase the absorptance of the p - i - n solar cell, only
if the back-contact metal is considerably interacting with the incident light, and the solar cell
absorber layer has a moderate absorption.
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These excited SPP waves helped in improving the light trapping in the p - i - n solar cell.
The investigation of the propensity of guiding SPP waves provides a good way to design better
plasmonic devices. In this study the propensity were studied for a plasmonic solar cell; however,
a similar study for plasmonic chemical sensing and communications devices can be beneficial as
well.
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Chapter 7
Multiple excitations of surface-plasmon-polariton waves in an
amorphous silicon p-i-n solar cell using Fourier harmonics and
compound gratings
7.1 Introduction
An amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) p-i-n solar cell with multilayer nonhomogeneous i -layer
is a typical structure that allow the existence of multiple surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP) waves
[1, 2, 3, 4]. For efficient excitation of these SPP waves, considerable amount of interaction
between the incident light and the back contact metal is expected. This interaction have a better
chance to happen, when the absorbing semiconductor is approaching its bandgap limit, and its
absorption is fainting [5, 6]. The excited SPP waves will then give the semiconductor enhanced
opportunity for absorbing the light [7]. Owing to the constrained wavelength range in which the
SPP waves are expected to work, it is a hard task to adjust the simple grating to produce multiple
SPP wave excitations in the wavelength range of interest [3, 8]. Compound gratings consisting of
multiple simple gratings, on the other hand, enable the multiple SPP wave excitations [9]. Each
constituting simple grating will excite at least one SPP wave at a desired wavelength.
Unfortunately, previous literature on compound gratings indicates that the resultant SPP wave
excitations are less efficient than the corresponding ones excited using stand alone simple
gratings [9, 10, 11].
Fourier harmonics (FH) gratings have been studied by some researchers [12, 13, 14]
aiming for multiple SPP wave excitations at metal/homogeneous medium interface. FH gratings
have a grating profile comprising multiple harmonics, each of which can be adjusted to excite an
SPP wave at a desired wavelength. The FH grating is capable of multiple SPP wave excitations,
owing to the diffraction produced by each constituting harmonic component [14]. The rigorous
coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) can also be used for this type of gratings, given that, integer
number of periods of the different simple gratings are constituting the FH grating [15, 16]. The
FH gratings can be fabricated very practically as well. In such a case, typical lithographic
processes in which interference patterns of different periods are used, and multiple metal
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depositions are performed, to finally fabricate the desired FH grating [13].
In an attempt to improve the efficiency of the multiple SPP wave excitations, FH gratings
were studied and compared with corresponding compound gratings. Let us illustrate the
important difference between the work presented in this study and previous literature: (i) more
realistic a-Si:H based p-i-n solar cell is partnering the compound and FH back contact gratings,
(ii) the simple gratings constituting the compound and FH gratings are designed to excite SPP
waves at desirable wavelengths, (iii) for solar cells which are designed to track the sun, normal
light incidence is assumed, and (iv) to further ensure that the excited multiple SPP waves have
increased the solar cell efficiency, the layer absorption and the external quantum efficiency
(EQE) are provided, for different grating schemes incorporated.
To describe the electromagnetic wave propagation inside the p-i-n solar cell, compare the
different grating schemes proposed, and study their effect on light trapping inside the solar cell,
Maxwell equations have to be solved rigorously[15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. For this purpose, the
following problems were formulated and solved numerically: (i) canonical boundary-value
problem consisting of the semi-infinite expanses of multilayer semiconductor and homogeneous
metal contacting each other via a planar interface, (ii) p-i-n solar cell with back compound
grating comprising multiple simple gratings, and (iii) p-i-n solar cell with back FH grating
comprising the same simple gratings. The theoretical formulation of the aforementioned
problems is explained in Sec. 7.2. Numerical results are presented and discussed in Sec. 7.3, and
closing remarks are presented in Sec. 7.4. An exp ( jt ) time-dependence is implicit, with 
denoting the angular frequency. The free-space wavenumber, the free-space wavelength, and the
intrinsic impedance of free space are denoted by k0 = /c , 0 = 2/k0 , and 0 = 0 / 0 ,
respectively, with c = 1/  0 0 ,  0 , and  0 being the light speed, permeability, and permittivity
of free space. The asterisk indicates the complex conjugate. Vectors are in boldface, and the
Cartesian unit vectors are identified as u x , u y , and u z .

7.2 Theory in brief
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This section is targeting a general formulation that can work for both canonical and
grating configurations, while each of them have different boundary conditions. Although the
formulation presented here is for TM -polarized light only, extension to TE -polarized light is
straightforward [20]. Keeping this in mind, suppose a boundary-value problem in which an
isotropic metallic surface-relief grating with periodicity in the x -direction is partnering isotropic
multilayer semiconductor with periodicity in the z -direction. The grating period in the x direction is L , while the multilayer period in the z -direction is  . Following Ref. [15, 21] in
implementing the RCWA, for a multilayer semiconductor constitutent layer l , that is parallel to
the x -axis and has relative permittivity independent of z , the periodicity in x -direction can be
accounted for by expanding the relative permittivity as a Fourier series with respect to x as

 ( x, z ) =   l( r ) exp  jr x x ,

zl 1 > z  zl ,

rZ

(1)

where  l(r ) is the r th Fourier coefficient inside the layer l and  x = 2/L . The magnetic and
electric field phasors are consequently expanded as





(2)





(3)

H( x, z ) =  H ( r ) ( z ) exp jk x( r ) x ,
rZ

and

E( x, z ) =  E( r ) ( z ) exp jk x( r ) x ,
rZ

where k x( r ) = k sin   r x . For TM -polarization state, the expansions in Eqs. (2) and (3) can be
0

regarded as Floquet harmonics with unknown vector functions H ( r ) ( z ) =  1H y( r ) ( z )uˆ y and
0

E( r ) ( z ) = Ex( r ) ( z )uˆ x  Ez( r ) ( z )uˆ z r  Z , Z = 0,1,2,....

Using the expansions in Eqs. (1)--(3), for the layer l , the frequency-domain Maxwell
curl postulates implies that the y -component of the magnetic field, x - and z -components of the
electric field are related as

dH y( r ) ( z )
dz
and

= jk

0

  
l

k Z

r k 

Ex( k ) ( z ),

zl 1  z < zl ,

(4)
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dEx( r ) ( z )
= jk H y( r ) ( z )  jk x( r ) Ez( r ) ( z ),
0
dz
with k x( r ) H y( r ) ( z ) = k

0

  

r k 

l

zl 1  z < zl ,

(5)

Ez( k ) ( z ) , which composes an infinite system of coupled first-order

k Z

differential equations---which can not be solved on a digital computer. However, if we restricted
| r |  , and r  0,1,2,...,  , a finite system of ordinary differential equations will result. Let

us define the notation for a (2  1)  (2  1) matrix as

 l  =  l( r k ) ,

(6)

and k x  is a (2  1)  (2  1) diagonal matrix with diagonal elements k x(r ) . Likewise, column
(2  1) vectors are denoted as

  ] = [ (   ) , (   1) ,..., (0) ,..., (  1) , (  ) ]T ,

(7)

where   H, E and   x, y, z. Using the aformentioned matrix notation Eqs. (4) and (5)
can be rewritten as,





d  H y ( z) 
=
dz  Ex ( z )





 0 k 0  l   H y ( z ) 
j

,
Dl  0   Ex ( z )

(8)

zl 1  z < zl ,

with Dl  = k I   k 1 k x  l 1k x  , where I  and 0 are (2  1)  (2  1) identity and null
0

0

matrices, respectively. Since the 2(2  1)  2(2  1) matrix in Eq. (8) is z independent [22],
then









d2
H y ( z ) = Pl  H y ( z ) ,
dz 2

zl 1  z < zl ,

(9)

where Pl  = k  l Dl  . The equation set forth above could effectively reduces the computation
0

time [21], because of the reduced matrix dimensions from

2(2  1)  2(2  1)

to

(2  1)  (2  1) . Equation (9) can be solved as follows

H

y



( z) = Sl exp  jBl ( z  zl 1 )al 

 Sl exp  jBl ( z  zl )bl ,

(10)

where Sl  and Bl  are the (2  1)  (2  1) eigenvectors matrix and the diagonal matrix of
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the positive square root of the eigenvalues of Pl  , respectively. al  and bl  are column
(2  1) vectors of unknown constants to be determined. Using the Maxwell curl equations for

z = zl 1 , Eq. (10) can be rewritten as





 H y ( zl 1 )    Sl  Sl X l   al 
 E ( z )  = U   U X  b ,
l
l  l 
 x l 1    l

where U l  =  l 1 Sl Bl k 1 and the diagonal matrix
0

(11)

X l  = exp ( jBl dl )

with d l is the

thickness of the layer l . Similarly, for z = zl it could be written that





 H y ( zl )    Sl X l  Sl   al 
 E ( z )  = U X   U  b .
l  l 
 x l    l l

(12)

From Eqs. (11) and (12) a recurrence relation can be written as









 H y ( zl )    Sl X l  Sl    Sl  Sl X l    H y ( zl 1 )  
 E ( z )  = U X   U   U   U X   E ( z ) ,
l 
l
l  
x
l 1  
 x l    l l
 l
1

(13)
This recurrence relation governs the tangential components of the magnetic and electric fields at
the layer boundaries of the multilayer structure proposed. Applying the boundary conditions of
interest, both the canonical and grating boundary-value problems can be conveniently solved
using Eq. (13).

7.2.1 Canonical boundary-value problem
The canonical boundary-value problem provides the permissible SPP waves guided by
the metal/multilayer semiconductor interface. Eliminating the periodicity in the x -direction,
while keeping the periodicity in the z -direction, Eq. (13) still could be used. In this case, every
matrix and column vector will consist of only one element at the center of this matrix or vector,
respectively, for example Sl = 1 [23]. Consequently, for period  in the z -direction, which in
our case constitutes 11 layers, we can write
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 H y ()  
 H y (0)  
 E ()  = Q E (0) ,
 
 x
 x 

(14)

where
 11 S
Q =  l
 l =1 U l

Sl X l   Sl X l
 U l X l  U l X l

1

1
Sl  
 .
 U l  


(15)

Since the multilayer semiconductor is periodic in the z -direction, then from Floquet-Lyapunov
theorem [24] it can be written that

 H y ()  
~  H y (0) 
(16)
 E ()  = exp( j[Q ])  E (0) .
 x
 
 x 
~
It follows from Eqs. (14)--(16) that the matrices [Q ] and Q  have the same eigenvectors with
~
different eigenvalues. The eigenvalues of [Q ] and Q  are denoted by k z ,n and  n , respectively,
and they are related as

k z ,n =  j

ln  n
,


n = 1,2

(17)

0Figure 7.1: Schematic of the canonical boundary-value problem. The blue, brown, blue, and white
dotted regions indicate the n -, i -, p -, and AR coating layers, respectively.

The boundary conditions of the canonical problem comprise a planar interface separating
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a metal with spatially uniform relative permittivity  met , Re met  < 0 , occupying the z < 0 half
space, and a multilayer semiconductor constituting the periodically repeated p-i-n solar cell with
top double layer antireflection (AR) coating occupying the z  0 half space, as shown in Fig.
7.1. The relative permittivity of the multilayer material is denoted by  l , where l = 1,2,...,11 is
the layer number, and Re l  > 0 . Without loss of generality, each SPP wave propagates parallel
to the unit vector #̂ u x with an exp (ik x x) dependence on x and no dependence on y , where k x
is the x -component of the wave vector. The magnetic and electric field phasors in the metal can
be written as

H( x, z ) =
and

1

0



exp [ j (k x x  k z ,met z )]uˆ y ,

E( x, z ) = j   met
0



1

  H( x, z ),

z  0,

z  0,

(18)

(19)

where k z ,met is the z -component of the wave vector inside the metal. For an SPP wave traveling
at the metal/semiconductor interface the fields will be decaying as z   , which implies that

~

Im(k z ,n ) > 0 and Im(k z ,met ) > 0 . The eigenvector t n  of [Q ] , corresponding to the eigenvalue
k z ,ML = k z ,n that satisfies the previously mentioned condition, is then used to equate the magnetic

and electric field phasors, at the metal/semiconductor interface. The non-trivial solution for the
yielded equation requires that

 01
 t n(1) 
det 
= 0,
(2) 
 k z ,met / k0 met   t n 

(20)

where t n(1) and t n(2) are the constituent elements of the eigenvector t n  . Equation (20) is the
dispersion equation which govern the SPP waves propagation, at the metal/multilayer
semiconductor interface, for the proposed canonical configuration.

7.2.2 Compound grating-coupled configuration
The boundary conditions for the grating boundary-value problem comprise z < 0 and
z  ht = hd  hg  hm vacuous half spaces. The region hd  hg  z  ht is occupied by a metal with
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relative permittivity  met , while the region 0  z  hd is occupied by a single period of the
multilayer semiconductor mentioned in Subsection 7.1, as shown in Fig. 7.2. The region
hd < z < hd  hg contains a periodic surface-relief grating of height hg and period L along the x

axis. The grating profile is a compound grating consisting of n simple gratings and has period
n

L = ci Li , where ci and Li are the number of complete periods and the period length of the i th
i =1

simple constituting grating and c0 = L0 = 0 . The relative permittivity  g ( x, z ) =  g ( x  L, z ) of
this compound grating with x lying in the i th simple grating is



 g ( x, z ) =  met   met   d 1 Uhd  hg  z  hg 0.5 sin[ ( x  ci 1 Li 1 )/ i Li ]


i



i

 0.5sin[ ( x  ci 1 Li 1 )/ i Li ],
i =1


i =1

i

i

i =1

i =1

ci 1 Li 1 < x < ci Li ,

(21)

where the duty cycle of the i th simple grating i = 0.5 and the unit step function U( )  1
except that U( ) = 0 for  < 0 . This particular grating shape is chosen because it is easy to
fabricate than sharp edged gratings. Accordingly, the incident, reflected, and transmitted electric
field phasors are in a set of Floquet harmonics as [21]:
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of the compound grating-coupled configuration. The compound grating
consists of two simple gratings with the same number of periods but different period lengths L1,2
.


H I ( x, z ) =

(r )
ITM

 

r =

exp [ j (k x( r ) x  k z( r ) z )]uˆ y ,

0

(22)

z  0,



H R ( x, z ) =

(r )
RTM

 

r =

exp [ j (k x( r ) x  k z( r ) z )]uˆ y ,

0

(23)

z  0,



HT ( x, z ) =
z > ht ,

(r )
TTM

 

r =

exp { j[k x( r ) x  k z( r ) ( z  ht )]}uˆ y ,

0

(24)
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and the electric field can be calculated from

 

Ei ( x, z ) = j 

1

0

  Hi ( x, z ),

(25)

i = I , R, andT ,

where the z -component of the wave vector is

k

(r )
z

  k 2  (k ( r ) ) 2 , k 2 > (k ( r ) ) 2
x
x

0
0
=
.
(r ) 2
2
2
(r ) 2

j
(
k
)

k
,
k
<
(
k
)

x
x
0
0

(26)

The expansion coefficients for the incident, reflected, and transmitted electric field phasors are
(r )
(r )
(r )
(r )
denoted by I TM
, RTM
, and TTM
, respectively, with ITM
=  r 0 V m 1 , where 

rr'

is the

Kronecker delta.
Using the boundary conditions mentioned in Eqs. (22)--(25), Eq. (13) can be solved for
(r )
(r )
the reflection coefficients RTM
and the transmission coefficients TTM
[15, 21]. The quantity of

greatest interest is the light absorptance, which is given by
ATM = 1 



 | R

r = 

 k (r ) 
(r ) 2
|  | TTM
| Re z(0) .
 kz 



(r ) 2
TM

(27)

Only the light absorption in the absorber layer is converted by the solar cell into
electricity. For p-i-n solar cell, the absorber layer is the i -layer. The electromagnetic power
absorption in the i -layer, for TM -polarized light, is given by

QTM ( x, z ) =  ( z )TM ( x, z ) =


Im( l ) | E( x, z ) |2 ,
 0

(28)

0

where z is contained in the layer l , l  2,8,  ( z ) = 4 ( z )/0 is the absorption coefficient
with  l being the imaginary part of complex refractive index nl =  l , nl' is its real part, and





TM ( x, z ) = c nl' | E( x, z ) |2 /2 is the light intensity. All light absorbed in the absorber layer is
0

assumed to be converted into photocurrent. Consequently, the EQE is calculated as the ratio of
the power absorbed in the absorber layer and the total incident power Pinc on the solar cell. For

TM -polarization, the EQE is given by
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EQE =

1
Pinc

Q

TM

( x, z )dzdx.

(29)

Equation (29) defines the maximum achievable EQE of the p-i-n solar cell, which is the target
of the optimization, and for which reason the grating profiles are varied in an attempt to increase
it.

7.2.3 Fourier harmonics grating-coupled configuration

Figure 7.3: The Fourier harmonics (FH) grating and the simple constituent gratings. (a) Simple
grating of height hg1 and six complete periods within the FH garting period L . (b) Simple grating of
height hg 2 and five complete periods within the same L . (c) FH grating consisting of (a) and (b).

The theory presented in Subsection 7.2.2 is still valid, if different grating profile is used.
An FH grating is one which consists of the superposition of two or more simple gratings.
Mathematically, for 0 < x < L , the relative permittivity  g ( x, z ) =  g ( x  L, z ) of such grating
occupying the region hd < z < hd  hg is
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 g ( x, z) =  met   met   d1 U(hd  hg  z  hg , )

(30)

 = 0.5hgi  ( x, i )  ( x, i ),

(31)

where
n

i =1

n

with  ( x, i ) = sin[x/ i Li ] , and the total grating height hg = hgi , i = 0.5 , and
i =1

L = ci Li . Every constituent simple grating would have a different period Li . Figure 7.3(c)
present an FH grating consisting of the two simple gratings in Fig. 7.3(a) and (b).

7.3 Numerical Results and Discussion

Figure 7.4: Real and imaginary parts of relative permittivity of aluminum used in the back
contact of the p-i-n solar cell as function of wavelength 0 .

For the sake of comparison, we fixed the total thickness of the i -layer as 210 nm, with
each constituting layer is 30 nm thick. As shown in Fig. 7.2, the i -layer is made of a-Si 1 x Ge x
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:H and sandwiched by p -layer from the top and n -layer from the bottom, both of them are 15
nm thick, and made of a-Si 1 x C x :H, with energy bandgaps Eg = 1.8 eV and 1.94 eV,
respectively. One of the AR coating layers is 70 nm thick with refractive index n10 = 2.13 and
lies directly above the p-layer. The other layer of the AR coating is 105 nm thick with refractive
index n11 = 1.38 and lies above the latter layer [25]. The metal was taken to be aluminum with
relative permittivity [26] given in Fig. 7.4.
In practice, the nonhomogeneity can be incorporated during the chemical deposition of aSi:H based alloys, by changing the composition of the constituent elements. The layers
constituting the i -layer are assumed to be arranged in a piecewise uniform increasing bandgap
energy starting with 1.3 eV layer on the top of the n -layer and ending with 1.6 eV layer below
the p -layer. The relative permittivities of the a-Si 1 x Ge x :H layers versus the incident
wavelength [27] are given in Fig. 7.5.

Figure 7.5: (a) Imaginary and (b) real parts of relative permittivities of the a-Si 1 x C x :H and a-Si 1 x Ge x
:H layers used in the p-i-n solar cell as function of wavelength 0 .

For 0  850 nm, the energy of the incident light is close to or less than the energy
bandgap of the absorber layer [27], as can be inferred from Fig. 7.5(a). The absorption of back
contact metal becomes the major contributor to the total absorption of the solar cell. The
excitation of SPP waves is then inconsequential, in a sense that, the resultant absorption will not
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lead to an increase in the EQE of the solar cell. On the other hand, for 0  550 nm, most of the
incident light will be absorbed by the p - and absorber layers, and hardly any absorption will
occur at the back contact metal, which significantly reduces the chance of SPP waves excitation
[8, 28]. Therefore, our study will focus only on incident light with free-space wavelength

  550,850 nm. Depolarization does not occur in the case subject of study. Although this
0

section focuses on for TM -polarized light only, the results for TE -polarized light are expected
to be analogous [17].

7.3.1 Canonical boundary-value problem
A Mathematica program was written and used to solve the dispersion equation in
Subsection 7.2.1, using the Newton-Raphson and the search methods [19], over the wavelength
range of interest. Figure 7.6 (a) presents the real part of the relative wavenumber k x /k0 as
function of wavelength 0 for the permissible SPP waves. The solutions are organized in 7
branches in the figure labeled as TM1 -- TM 7 representing SPP waves with the TM -polarization
state. The figure depicts that, for any solution branch, Re(k x )/k0 decreases monotonically as the
wavelength increases. As readily evident from the figure that 3 branches, namely, TM1 -- TM 3
have low phase speeds ( v p < c or Re(k x )/k0 > 1 ), while the branches TM 6 and TM 7 have very
high phase speeds ( v p > c or Re(k x )/k0 < 1 ) exceeding the speed of light in free space [17]. The
beginning of branch TM 6 is readily identifiable by a rapid decrease in Im(k z ,ML ) in Fig. 7.6(b).
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Figure 7.6: (a) Real part of k x /k0 and (b) imaginary part of k z , ML /k0 as functions of 0 for SPP wave
propagation guided by the planar interface of aluminum and a multilayer partnering semiconductor, in the
canonical boundary-value problem.

On the metal side of the interface, the fields of an SPP wave is highly localized to the
interface because exp Im(k z ,met ) z   0 as z   . On the multilayer semiconductor side of the
interface, the fields decrease by exp  Im(k z ,ML ) , Im(k z ,ML ) > 0 , when z is incremented to

z   . Figure 7.6(b) presents the normalized decay parameter Im(k z ,ML ) vs. 0 for all 7
branches in Fig. 7.6(a). For sufficiently low-phase-speed solutions (i.e., Re(k x )/k0 > 1 ),
Im(k z ,ML ) is large enough that the SPP wave is confined to one or two periods from the interface

on the multilayer semiconductor side, as numerically exemplified in Ref. [29].

7.3.2 Compound grating-coupled configuration
Referring to Fig. 7.6(a) only three of the SPP wave solution branches are of low phase
speed and thus higher confinement to the metal/semiconductor interface. In order to make the
comparison between the compound and Fourier harmonics grating easier and less confusing, an
SPP wave solution branch that is separated from neighboring branches is chosen, namely, TM 3 .
In such a case, the SPP wave excitations will be at wavelengths which are sufficiently separated
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and can be readily identified from the absorptance ATM plots. The grating height of the
compound and constituting simple gratings were held constant hg1,2 = 25 nm, and hm = 100 nm
for all of the grating-coupled configurations.
It is noteworthy that the implemented RCWA with the conventional eigenvalue problem
mentioned in Subsection 7.2.2 has better convergence and stability if thin metallic gratings are
used [30, 20]. However, the FH grating has height equal to the sum of the constituting grating
heights. For the FH gratings subject of study, the grating height has not exceeded 50 nm. Two
important factors were ensuring the stability of the RCWA results. First, the sum of the total
reflectance, total transmittance and absorptance was always unity, regardless of the number of
space-harmonic components retained in the relative permittivity and field phasor expansions,
which ensures the conservation of energy. Second, as the number of the retained space-harmonic
components is increased, the convergence to the proper solution is increased. In this study,

 = 12 ( 25 space-harmonic components) was chosen for simple gratings, and  = 40 ( 81
space-harmonic components) was chosen for compound and FH gratings after ascertaining that
the absorptances were converged to within  2% of the absorptances calculated if [2(   1)  1]
space-harmonic components were used. Other computational details are mentioned elsewhere
[23].

Figure 7.7: The TM -polarized absorptances ATM versus 0 for the simple gratings with periods L1,2 ,
corresponding compound, and corresponding FH gratings. The arrows indicate the SPP wave excitations
and they have the same color and head symbol of the intended absorptance curve. For (a) the n -layer
thickness d1 = 15 nm for all the curves except the first one. For (b) d1 = 40 nm for all the curves except
the last one.
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Two different compound gratings were considered. Both of them consist of two simple gratings,
each of which consists of three periods, c1 = c2 = 3 . To verify the multiple SPP wave excitation
using the compound gratings, the absorptances of two compound gratings were compared with
that of the four constituting simple gratings.
In Fig. 7.2(a) the absorptances of the two simple gratings constituting the compound
grating are presented. One of these simple gratings has a period L1 = 725/2.38051* 5/6 nm to
excite the SPP wave solutions 2.70468 and 3.31899 (lying on branches TM 3,2 ) at incident
wavelengths 0 = 686 nm and 0 = 825 nm, respectively, in the first Floquet harmonic order.
Similarly, the other simple grating has a period L2 = 725/2.38051 nm, which was designed to
excite an SPP wave solution 2.38051 (lying on branch TM 3 ) at wavelength 0 = 725 nm, in the
first Floquet harmonic order. As can be gathered from Fig. 7.2(a), the absorptance for the former
simple grating is peaking at 0 = 695 nm, and for the latter simple grating is peaking at
wavelength 0 = 740 nm, which depict a shift from the designed excitation wavelengths by 9
and 15 nm, respectively. This shift is believed to be due to the finiteness of the considered
problem [11], and the excess of the n -layer material used in the grating layer. Figure 7.2(a) also
presents the corresponding compound grating. As shown in the figure, the multiple SPP waves
excited by the compound grating are less efficient, compared to the corresponding simple grating
SPP wave excitations. This stems from the fact that, at 0 = 725 nm, the grating will be
satisfying SPP wave excitation conditions, only in one portion of the compound grating and not
the other, which reduces the excitation efficiency at this wavelength. Same logic can also be
applied to the excitations at 0 = 686 nm and 0 = 825 nm. The absorptance of the compound
grating also gets higher in between the two simple grating excitation wavelengths. Most likely,
this is due to the enhanced collective SPP wave coupling by both of the constituting gratings,
while they are close to their excitation wavelengths.
The corresponding FH grating, in Fig. 7.2(a), is made of the simple gratings mentioned in
the figure, and it has greater layer thickness hg = hg1  hg 2 and increased n -layer material
content, compared to the simple and compound gratings. Since the grating height and the
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thickness of the n -layer, both can affect the amplitude and location of the SPP absorptance peak,
an additional n -layer of 25 nm thickness is inserted just above the simple grating of period L1 ,
in order to compensate for the difference in the grating layer thickness and the increased n -layer
material used. The green curve in Fig. 7.2(a) is shifted for a comparable amount with that of the
FH grating. Therefore, the red shift in the absorptance peaks of the FH grating is due to the
excess of both, the n -layer material and the grating thickness.
In Fig. 7.2(b) the absorptances of another two simple gratings constituting the compound
grating are presented. However, this time a 25 nm thick layer, made of the same material of the

n -layer, is inserted just above the grating layer, to facilitate the comparison with the FH grating.
One of these simple gratings has a period L1 = 750/2.19001* 5/6 nm to excite the SPP wave
solution 2.49428 (on branch TM 3 ) at incident wavelength 0 = 711 nm, in the first Floquet
harmonic order. Similarly, the other simple grating has a period L2 = 750/2.19001 nm to excite
an SPP wave solution 2.19001 (on the same branch) at wavelength 0 = 750 nm, in the first
Floquet harmonic order. As can be gathered from Fig. 7.2(b), the absorptance for the former
simple grating is peaking at 0 = 740 nm, and for the latter simple grating is peaking at
wavelength 0 = 785 nm, which depict a shift from the designed excitation wavelengths by 24
and 30 nm, respectively. This again ensures that the increased the n -layer material is an
important contributer to this shift. Figure 7.2(b) also presents the corresponding compound
grating. The figure confirm the previously mentioned results concerning the efficiency of the
multiple SPP wave excitations and the increased compound grating absorptance in between the
two simple grating excitation wavelengths.
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Figure 7.8: The x -component of the time-averaged Poynting vector Px as function of the z -coordinate,
for simple gratings in Fig. 7.2. The gray region indicate the metal and grating layers, while the blue,
brown, blue, and white dotted regions indicate the n -, i -, p -, and AR coating layers, respectively. For
(a), (b), and (c) Px were calculated at x = 0.74 L1 , while for (d) x = 0.15L1 .

Second evidence on the excitation of SPP waves at the aforementioned wavelengths is





the time-averaged Poynting vector P( x, z ) = (1/2) Re E( x, z )  H ( x, z ) , which helps visualize the
localization of the SPP wave to the guiding interface [17]. Accordingly, the time-averaged
Poynting vector vs. z -coordinate was calculated, and it demonstrated the localization of SPP
waves to the metal/multilayer semiconductor interface. Figure 7.7(a), (b), (c), and (d) present the

x -component of the time-averaged Poynting vector Px at 0 = 695,740,740 , and 785 nm,
respectively, where, at these wavelengths, SPP absorptance peaks exist for the four simple
gratings in Fig. 7.2. The figure confirm that Px is considerably high at the metal/semiconductor
interface, then decreases, and almost reach zero at the AR coating/air interface. Moreover,
discontinuities in the Px plots are evident at the interface between the different layers, and these
are attributed to the non conserved z -component of the electric field contributing to the Px .
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Figure 7.9: (a) EQE and layer absorption for the simple grating with period L2 in Fig. 7.2(b), and (b) the
same but for the corresponding compound grating in the same figure.

Third evidence on the excitation of SPP waves is the EQE peaks. For the simple grating
with period L2 in Fig. 7.2(b), the EQE and layer absorption are presented in Fig. 7.8(a). The
figure shows a peak in the metal and i-layer absorptions, which is consistent with the prediction
of an SPP wave at 0 = 785 nm. Figure 7.8(b), on the other hand, present the EQE and layer
absorption for the compound grating in Fig. 7.2(b). Figure 7.8(b) shows increase in the EQE and
metal absorption at 0 = 740 nm, compared to the simple grating presented in Fig. 7.8(a). This is
likely because of the other constituting simple grating with period L1 , which has an SPP
absorptance peak at 0 = 740 nm. Significantly, the p -layer and n -layer absorptions are low
beyond 0 = 600 and 660 nm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 7.8. Worthy to mention that the
EQE becomes significantly low and tend to zero, and the metal absorption dominates the total
absorption of the solar cell at 0 = 850 nm. Which nullifies the propose of exciting SPP waves at
wavelengths exceed this wavelength, since they will not contribute to the solar cell efficiency. In
addition the EQE is very high, and the metal absorption is significantly low at 0 = 550 nm,
which reduces the chance of SPP waves excitation at wavelength shorter than this wavelength as
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well.

7.3.3 Fourier harmonics grating-coupled configuration

Figure 7.10: Same as Fig. 7.7 except that it is for FH gratings in Fig. 7.2. In addition, for (a) and (c)
x = 0.25L , and for (b) and (d) x = 0.75L .

The absorptance of a corresponding FH grating is presented in Fig. 7.2(a). The
absorptance curve of the FH grating shows peaks at 0 = 710,755 and 850 nm, which indicates a
shift from the designed excitation wavelengths by 24 , 20 , and 25 , respectively. In Fig. 7.2(b),
the FH peaks are almost coinciding with the peaks of the constituent simple gratings. From Fig.
7.2, the FH gratings incorporated in the p-i-n solar cell show absorptance curves that are close to
the union of the absorptances of the two simple constituting grating, while the compound
gratings show reduced multiple SPP waves excitation efficiency compared to the same simple
constituting gratings, which comprises the chief result presented in this study.
Second evidence on the excitation of SPP waves, in the case of FH gartings, is the Px .
Accordingly, the Px vs. z -coordinate was calculated, and it demonstrated the localization of
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SPP waves to the metal/multilayer semiconductor interface. Figure 7.9(a), (b), (c), and (d)
present the Px at 0 = 710,755,740 , and 785 nm, respectively, where at these wavelengths
SPP absorptance peaks exist for the two FH gratings in Fig. 7.2. Same as in Fig. 7.7, the figures
confirm that Px is considerably high at the metal/semiconductor interface.

Figure 7.11: (a) EQE and layer absorption for the FH grating in Fig. 7.2(b) and (b) EQE comparison for
the simple, corresponding compound, and corresponding FH gratings.

Third evidence on the excitation of SPP waves, in the case of FH gratings, is the EQE
peaks. The EQE and layer absorptions for the corresponding FH grating in Fig. 7.2(b) is
presented in Fig. 7.10(a). The figure shows peaks in the metal and i-layer absorptions, which is
consistent with the prediction of an SPP wave at 0 = 740 and 785 nm. Figure 7.10(b), on the
other hand, present the EQE comparison for the two simple, compound, and FH grating
discussed previously in Fig. 7.2(b). Figure 7.10(b) shows increase in the EQE and metal
absorption of the compound grating at 0 = 740 than the simple grating presented in Fig. 7.8(a).
This is likely because of the other constituting simple grating which is peaking at that same
wavelength. In an agreement with the previous results, the EQE peaks of the FH grating are
almost coinciding with the peaks of the constituent simple gratings with the added 25 nm thick

n - layer. From Fig. 7.10(b), the FH grating incorporated in the p-i-n solar cell is close to the
union of the two constituting gratings, while the compound grating is showing reduced multiple
SPP wave excitation efficiency.
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7.3.4 General conclusions
In the last three subsections, a host of numerical results have been deciphered and the
absorptance peaks that indicate the excitation of SPP waves in the simple, compound, and FH
grating-coupled configurations were identified, when a-Si:H based p-i-n solar cell is partnering
these metallic gratings. The following notes can be drawn:
(i) From the canonical problem, generally, the low phase speed SPP wave solution is
associated with high localization to the metal/semiconductor interface.
(ii) Not every excited SPP wave will lead to increase in EQE and improve the solar cell
efficiency, but only the ones that are excited while the semiconductor is still absorbing, and the
metal is considerably interacting with the incident light.
(iii) For n -layer thickness d1 = 15 nm, all the excited SPP waves by the stand alone
simple gratings, or the corresponding compound gratings, were not far from the wavelengths
predicted by the canonical problem.
(iv) Carefully designed compound gratings may slightly surpass the simple gratings in
terms of EQE [Fig. 7.10(b)].
(v) FH gratings showed excitation efficiency close to that of the constituting simple
gratings.
In an agreement with the previous studies [10, 11], the SPP wave excitations of the
corresponding compound gratings is less efficient than that of the simple gratings. On the other
hand, FH grating could excite more efficient multiple SPP waves, increasing the absorptance and
EQE, than a corresponding compound grating.

7.4 Closing remarks
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The canonical boundary value problem has been theoretically formulated and solved to
help designing the compound and FH gratings. Two different compound gratings were
considered for the excitation of multiple SPP waves with different phase speed, attenuation rate,
and field distribution [29]. Two corresponding FH gratings have been implemented and
compared with both simple and compound gratings. The absorptances and EQE were calculated
for TM -polarized light over a wavelength range of interest. The FH gratings have proven to
have higher excitation efficiency than the compound gratings, and they are easy to fabricate as
well [12, 13]. This holds high potential for practical applications in communications [31],
chemical sensing [14, 31], and multilayer solar cells [32, 33]. The FH grating is expected to
show comparably promising results, if the nonhomogeneous multilayer semiconductor partnering
the metallic back contact is replaced by a homogeneous one.
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Chapter 8
On the Broadband Continuous polarization-independent
excitation of surface-plasmon-polariton waves: energy
harvesting applications
8.1 Introduction
A Dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) has propensity for guiding surface-palsmon-polariton
(SPP) waves, and if a carefully designed grating is incorporated at the back-contact multiple SPP
waves can be excited at various wavelengths form single angle of incidence [1-4]. The
advantages of the DSSC lies in its low-cost and ease to fabricate [5]; however, as the dye’s
absorption starts to faint, the incident light will be scattered away from the solar cell reducing its
external quantum efficiency (EQE). The multiple excitation of SPP waves provides a possible
solution to increase the absorption and trap the light by surfing the metallic back-contact. These
multiple excitations are characterized by (i) their narrow bandwidth, which limits the amount of
absorption. In addition, (ii) this absorption introduced by the SPP excitation will not improve the
solar cell efficiency until it is transformed into electron-hole pairs contributing to its output
current density. The excited SPP waves may provide the fainting absorber a better chance absorb
the incident light and converting it into electron-hole pairs. The metallic back-contact used in
guiding the SPP waves will also lead to energy dissipation, especially, if a metal with high
imaginary relative permittivity (e.g. Aluminum) is used.
A possible solution to the aforementioned problems is a broadband continuous excitation
of SPP waves and neighboring the DSSC by another solar cell (e.g. multi-junction solar cell) that
can absorb the propagating light at the back-contact and convert it into electricity. In the same
way in which multiple SPP waves are excited, a broadband continuous excitation of SPP waves
can be accomplished. Multiple SPP waves excitation was possible from single incidence angle
by matching the incident light’s wavenumber by that SPP wave’s wavenumber at a designated
wavelength. Similarly, the continuous excitation would be possible if the incident light’s
wavenumber broadband-continuously matched the SPP wave’s wavenumber over a designated
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wavelength range. Some ways of accomplishing this will be revealed in this study. By guiding
TM- and TE-polarized SPP waves by the back-contact (e.g. Silver because of it low imaginary
relative permittivity), a bundle of energy will be trapped surfing the back-contact metal. By
neighboring this plasmonic DSSC by another multi-junction solar cell that can absorb this bundle
of energy and convert it into electricity. A multi-junction solar cell has high efficiency but their
high costs limits them to special usages (e.g. aerospace application, and concentrator
photovoltaics). By using the broadband continuous excitation of SPP waves the plasmonic DSSC
(very cheap and easy to fabricate) can be made to absorb as much as the multijunction solar cell
does. By neighboring the plasmonic DSSC by multi-junction solar cell the overall price could be
significantly reduced, while maintaining high EQE [6-9].
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the broadband continuous excitation of SPP
waves and show that it can efficiently propagate the absorbed energy to a neighbor solar cell
which will then convert this energy into electricity [10-13]. It is shown that: (i) broadband
continuous excitation can be accomplished in typical DSSC configuration, if a topping material
and a back-contact grating were designed to match the SPP wave’s wavenumber over a
continuous wavelength range; This can be demonstrated for both TM- and TE- polarized SPP
waves and from single angle of incidence. (ii) If the metallic back-contact has real relative
premittivity part that increases as the wavelength increases (e.g. Chromium), the DSSC will have
propensity of guiding SPP waves with wavenumber that increases as wavelength increases; This
will allow the continuous excitation without any topping material and light will be incident from
ambient air; This will allow the continuous TM- and multiple discrete TE-SPP wave excitation.
(iii) If the metallic back-contact and another constituent material of the DSSC have real relative
premittivity part that increase as the wavelength increases, multiple TM- and TE-polarized SPP
waves can be guided by the metallic back-contact of the DSSC; This will allow the continuous
excitation of both TM- and TE-SPP waves from single angle of incidence. (iv) It is shown that if
this plasmonic DSSC is neighbored by another solar cell that can absorb the propagating energy
from the DSSC, the overall absorption will increase increasing the overall EQE of the
neighbored solar cells.
To describe the electromagnetic wave propagation inside the solar cells, compare the
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different proposed schemes proposed, and study their effect on light trapping inside the solar
cell, Maxwell equations have to be solved rigorously[14-19]. For this purpose, the problems
were formulated and solved numerically.
The theoretical formulation of the aforementioned problems is explained in Sec. 8.2.
Numerical results are presented and discussed in Sec. 8.3, and closing remarks are presented in
Sec. 8.4. An exp ( jt ) time-dependence is implicit, with  denoting the angular frequency.
The free-space wavenumber, the free-space wavelength, and the intrinsic impedance of free
space are denoted by k0 = /c , 0 = 2/k0 , and 0 = 0 / 0 , respectively, with c = 1/  0 0 ,  0 ,
and  0 being the light speed, permeability, and permittivity of free space. The asterisk indicates
the complex conjugate. Vectors are in boldface, and the Cartesian unit vectors are identified as

u x , u y , and u z .

8.2 Theory in brief
Suppose a boundary-value problem in which an isotropic metallic surface-relief grating
with periodicity in the x -direction is partnering isotropic multilayer semiconductor with
periodicity in the z -direction. The grating period in the x -direction is L , while the multilayer
period in the z -direction is  . Following Ref. [15,20,21] in implementing the RCWA, for a
multilayer semiconductor constitutent layer l , that is parallel to the x -axis and has relative
permittivity independent of z , the periodicity in x -direction can be accounted for by expanding
the relative permittivity as a Fourier series with respect to x as

 ( x, z ) =   l( r ) exp  jr x x ,

zl 1 > z  zl ,

rZ

(1)

where  l(r ) is the r th Fourier coefficient inside the layer l and  x = 2/L . The magnetic and
electric field phasors are consequently expanded as





H( x, z ) =  H ( r ) ( z ) exp jk x( r ) x ,
rZ

and

(2)
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E( x, z ) =  E( r ) ( z ) exp jk x( r ) x ,

(3)

rZ

where k x( r ) = k sin   r x . For TM -polarization state, the expansions in Eqs. (2) and (3) can be
0

regarded as Floquet harmonics with unknown vector functions H ( r ) ( z ) =  1H y( r ) ( z )uˆ y and
0

E( r ) ( z ) = Ex( r ) ( z )uˆ x  Ez( r ) ( z )uˆ z  r  Z , Z = 0,1,2,....

Using the expansions in Eqs. (1)–(3), for the layer l , the frequency-domain Maxwell curl
postulates implies that the y -component of the magnetic field, x - and z -components of the
electric field are related as

dH y( r ) ( z )
dz

= jk

0

  
l

r k 

Ex( k ) ( z ),

zl 1  z < zl ,

(4)

k Z

and

dEx( r ) ( z )
= jk H y( r ) ( z )  jk x( r ) Ez( r ) ( z ),
0
dz
with k x( r ) H y( r ) ( z ) = k

0

  

r k 

l

zl 1  z < zl ,

(5)

Ez( k ) ( z ) , which composes an infinite system of coupled first-order

k Z

differential equations—which can not be solved on a digital computer. However, if we restricted
| r |  , and r  0,1,2,...,  , a finite system of ordinary differential equations will result. Let

us define the notation for a (2  1)  (2  1) matrix as

 l  =  l( r k ) ,

(6)

and k x  is a (2  1)  (2  1) diagonal matrix with diagonal elements k x(r ) . Likewise, column
(2  1) vectors are denoted as

  ] = [ (   ) , (   1) ,..., (0) ,..., (  1) , (  ) ]T ,

(7)

where   H, E and   x, y, z. Using the aformentioned matrix notation Eqs. (4) and (5)
can be rewritten as,





d  H y ( z) 
=
dz  Ex ( z )

zl 1  z < zl ,





 0 k 0  l   H y ( z ) 
j

,
Dl  0   Ex ( z )

(8)
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with Dl  = k I   k 1 k x  l 1k x  , where I  and 0 are (2  1)  (2  1) identity and null
0

0

matrices, respectively. Since the 2(2  1)  2(2  1) matrix in Eq. (8) is z independent [22],
then









d2
H y ( z ) = Pl  H y ( z ) ,
dz 2

zl 1  z < zl ,

(9)

where Pl  = k  l Dl  . The equation set forth above could effectively reduces the computation
0

time [21], because of the reduced matrix dimensions from

2(2  1)  2(2  1)

to

(2  1)  (2  1) . Equation (9) can be solved as follows

H

y



( z) = Sl exp  jBl ( z  zl 1 )al 

 Sl exp  jBl ( z  zl )bl ,

(10)

where Sl  and Bl  are the (2  1)  (2  1) eigenvectors matrix and the diagonal matrix of
the positive square root of the eigenvalues of Pl  , respectively. al  and bl  are column
(2  1) vectors of unknown constants to be determined. Using the Maxwell curl equations for

z = zl 1 , Eq. (10) can be rewritten as





 H y ( zl 1 )    Sl  Sl X l   al 
 E ( z )  = U   U X  b ,
l
l  l 
 x l 1    l

where U l  =  l 1 Sl Bl k 1 and the diagonal matrix
0

X l  = exp ( jBl dl )

(11)
with d l is the

thickness of the layer l . Similarly, for z = zl it could be written that





 H y ( zl )    Sl X l  Sl   al 
 E ( z )  = U X   U  b .
l  l 
 x l    l l

(12)

From Eqs. (11) and (12) a recurrence relation can be written as





 H y ( zl )    Sl X l  Sl  
 E ( z )  = U X   U 
l 
 x l    l l





 S  Sl X l    H y ( zl 1 )  
 l
 
,
U l   U l X l   Ex ( zl 1 )  
1

This recurrence relation governs the tangential components of the magnetic and electric fields at
the layer boundaries of the multilayer structure proposed. Applying the boundary conditions of
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interest, both the canonical and grating boundary-value problems can be conveniently solved
using Eq. (13).

8.2.1 Propensity of guiding SPP waves
keeping the periodicity in the x -direction, while eliminating the periodicity in the z direction, Eq. (13) still could be used. In this case, for period  in the z -direction, which in our
case constitutes 4 layers, we can write









 H y (0)  
 H y ()  
 E (0)  = Q E () ,
 
 x  
 x

(13)

where
S
Q =  l
l =1 U l

Sl X l   Sl X l
 U l X l  U l X l

11

1

Sl 
.
 U l 

(14)

Since our finite configuration is bounded by air from the top, then we can write that


H( x, z ) =

(r )
ITM

 

r =

and

)
exp [ j (k x( r ) x  k z(,rair
z )]uˆ y ,

z > ,

(15)

0

 

E( x, z ) = j 

1

0

  H( x, z ),

(16)

z > ,



Without loss of generality, each SPP wave propagates parallel to the unit vector u x with
an exp (ik x x) dependence on x and no dependence on y , where k x is the x -component of the
wave vector. The magnetic and electric field phasors in the metal can be written as


H( x, z ) =

(r )
ITM

 

r =

and



)
exp [ j (k x( r ) x  k z(,rmet
z )]uˆ y ,

hm < z  0,

(17)

0

E( x, z ) = j   met
0



1

  H( x, z ),

hm < z  0,

where k z ,met is the z -component of the wave vector inside the metal.

(18)
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For an SPP wave traveling at the metal/semiconductor interface, at any diffraction order
of the metallic grating, the fields will be decaying as z   . By equating the magnetic and
electric field phasors at the metal/semiconductor interface, the non-trivial solution for the yielded
equation requires that here
  1
0
det 

k
 z ,air /k0

  1t n(1) 
0
 = 0,
 t n(2) 

(19)



where t n(1) and t n(2) are the constituent elements of the vector tn  = H y (0) 

 E (0)  . Equation
T

x



(19) is the dispersion equation which govern the SPP waves propagation, at the metal/multilayer
semiconductor interface, for the proposed canonical configuration.

8.2.2 Grating-coupled configuration
The boundary conditions for the grating boundary-value problem comprise z < 0 and
z  ht = hd  hg  hm vacuous half spaces. The region hd  hg  z  ht is occupied by a metal with

relative permittivity  met , while the region 0  z  hd is occupied by DSSC mentioned in
Subsection 8.2.1, as shown in Fig. 8.1. The region hd < z < hd  hg contains a periodic surfacerelief grating of height hg and period L along the x axis. The relative permittivity

 g ( x, z ) =  g ( x  L, z ) of such grating occupying the region hd < z < hd  hg is
 g ( x, z) =  met   met   d1 U(hd  hg  z  hg , )

(20)

 = 0.5hg  ( x, )  ( x, ),

(21)

where

where the duty cycle of the simple grating  = 0.5 and the unit step function U( )  1 except
that U( ) = 0 for  < 0 . This particular grating shape is chosen because it is easy to fabricate
than sharp edged gratings. Accordingly, the incident, reflected, and transmitted electric field
phasors are in a set of Floquet harmonics as [21]:
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0 Figure 8.1: Schematic of the grating-coupled configuration.



H I ( x, z ) =

(r )
ITM

 

r =

exp [ j (k x( r ) x  k z( r ) z )]uˆ y ,

0

(22)

z  0,



H R ( x, z ) =

(r )
RTM

 

r =

exp [ j (k x( r ) x  k z( r ) z )]uˆ y ,

0

(23)

z  0,



HT ( x, z ) =

(r )
TTM

 

r =

exp { j[k x( r ) x  k z( r ) ( z  ht )]}uˆ y ,

0

(24)

z > ht ,
and the electric field can be calculated from

 

Ei ( x, z ) = j 

1

0

  Hi ( x, z ),

i = I , R, andT ,

(25)
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where the z -component of the wave vector is

k

(r )
z

  k 2  (k ( r ) ) 2 , k 2 > (k ( r ) ) 2
x
x

0
0
=
.
(r ) 2
2
2
(r ) 2
 j (k x )  k 0 , k 0 < (k x )

(26)

The expansion coefficients for the incident, reflected, and transmitted electric field phasors are
(r )
(r )
(r )
(r )
denoted by I TM
, RTM
, and TTM
, respectively, with ITM
=  r 0 V m 1 , where 

rr'

is the

Kronecker delta.

Using the boundary conditions mentioned in Eqs. (22)–(25), Eq. (13) can be solved for
(r )
(r )
the reflection coefficients RTM
and the transmission coefficients TTM
[15, 21]. The quantity of

greatest interest is the light absorptance, which is given by
ATM = 1 



 | R

r = 

 k (r ) 
(r ) 2
|  | TTM
| Re z(0) .
 kz 



(r ) 2
TM

(27)

Only the light absorption in the absorber layer is converted by the solar cell into
electricity. For p-i-n solar cell, the absorber layer is the i -layer. The electromagnetic power
absorption in the i -layer, for TM -polarized light, is given by

QTM ( x, z ) =  ( z )TM ( x, z ) =


Im( l ) | E( x, z ) |2 ,
 0

(28)

0

where z is contained in the layer l , l  2,8,  ( z ) = 4 ( z )/0 is the absorption coefficient
with  l being the imaginary part of complex refractive index nl =  l , nl' is its real part, and





TM ( x, z ) = c nl' | E( x, z ) |2 /2 is the light intensity. All light absorbed in the absorber layer is
0

assumed to be converted into photocurrent. Consequently, the EQE is calculated as the ratio of
the power absorbed in the absorber layer and the total incident power Pinc on the solar cell. For
TM -polarization, the EQE is given by

EQE =

1
Pinc

Q

TM

( x, z )dzdx.

(29)

Equation (29) defines the maximum achievable EQE of the p-i-n solar cell, which is the target
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of the optimization, and for which reason the grating profiles are varied in an attempt to increase
it.

8.3 Numerical Results and Discussion
It is intended in this section to discuss practical materials that possess propensity of
guiding SPP waves and allow their continuous excitation in practical configurations that can be
realized using today’s technology. Then, these materials are implemented in finite configurations
to test their propensity for guiding SPP waves and determine all of the properties of these
propagating waves including their attenuation in the direction of propagation, their decay away
from the metal interface, and propagation wavenumber. It is hypothesized in this study that the
real part of wavenumber of the SPP branches can be increasing as the wavelength increases if the
materials constituting the multilayer configuration has increasing relative permittivity as the
wavelength increases. This is applicable for dielectric and metallic materials constituting the
configuration. However, the SPP branches that decreases as the wavelength increase can also
guide continuous excitation with typical materials poplar in the solar cell industry. After the
propensity of guiding SPP waves is studied, a grating coupled configuration (in some cases just
planer flat metal is used) will be used to show the broadband continuous excitation of the SPP
waves.

8.3.1 Materials for continuous SPP excitation
It is noteworthy to state that the materials studied in this study may not be the best
materials for the continuous excitation. Tunable materials in terms of spectral relative
premittivity are of particular importance for the continuous excitation of SPP waves. This holds
true for both cases in which the relative permittivity is increasing or decreasing as the
wavelength increases. It is intended to relay on the contacts (metallic or transparent conductive
oxides) of the solar cell to match the continuous excitation conditions. Beginning with typical
materials which have relative permittivity that decreases with wavelength, Indium-tin oxide
(ITO) has considerable tunability for its optical properties over the whole visible frequencies.
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Talk about indium Antimonide (InSb), the experimental results of SiO2/Ag, Iron Pyrite
(FeS2) and other pyrites as well, Gallium Telluride (GaTe), Chromium (Cr), Alkali metals are
also interesting. The simple Maxwell-Garnett formula for mixture materials. Tables of
permittivities of the materials used in the simulations can be found in standard references like
Ref [23].

8.3.2 Continuous excitation of TM decreasing SPP waves
In typical Dye-sensitized solar cell, the propensity of guiding SPP waves is presented in
Fig. 8.1. The figure depicts that all the SPP branches are spectrally decreasing as the wavelength
increases. As shown in Fig. 8.2, the attenuation along the direction of propagation can be
inferred from the imaginary part of the x-component of the relative wavenumber, while the
decay along the z-direction can be inferred from the imaginary part of the z-component of the
relative wavenumber. Because the real part of the relative premittivity of the constituent
materials is around four at the smallest wavelength considered, the highest SPP branch is also
around two in terms of wavenumber. If the premittivity of the constituent materials increases the
highest SPP wave will increase as well. In addition, because the relative permittivity of the
constituent materials decreases slowly with wavelength, the SPP branches decreases slowly with
wavelength (unlike the case of amorphous silicon solar cell).

Figure 8.2: The absorptance for TM-polarized continuous SPP waves excitation.
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In order to continuously excite SPP waves in a practical grating coupled configuration,
the relative wavenumber of the SPP wave has to continuously match the incident light
wavenumber at the metal/spiro-MeOTAD interface. For TM3 SPP branch, a continuous
excitation can be made using a spectrally varying incidence angle as shown in figure. However,
this is not practical way for excitioing SPP waves continuously. A practical way is to consider a
topping ITO material and light is incident through this material on the solar cell. ITO has almost
linear spectral variation of its refractive index with wavelength (here linear variation is assumed
and its extinction coefficient is neglected). By choosing appropriate grating period and height,
the light wavenumber can be enforced to match the SPP branch wavenumber continuously,
which allows a continuous SPP excitation over 300 nm wavelength range from 600 nm to 900
nm. Additionally, a continuous excitation can be made using tunably varying topping material
and a planar metal interface; however the continuous excitation is of high absorptance only over
100 - 150 nm wavelength range.

Figure 8.3: The layer absorption for TM-polarized continuous SPP waves excitation.
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Regarding the simulation details, a finite element Comsol program has been built to
calculate the total reflection and total transmission from the Dye-sensitized solar cell. As shown
in Fig. 8.1, The light is incident initially through ITO topping material on the FTO, absorber,
spiro-MeOTAD, and metallic back-contact layers from top-to-bottom, respectively, with
thicknesses 100 nm, 1.5 um, 225 nm, and 150 nm.The optical constants of all the layers
constituting the DSSC have been experimentally studied in Ref. [22], While the ITO optical
constants are from Ref. [23].

Figure 8.4: The electric field norm for TM-polarized SPP wave excitation.

For the grating-coupled configuration, angle of incidence was assumed to be arcsin(0.9),
and the grating was half-sine wave with duty cycle 100%, height 150 nm, and periodic length
2367 nm. These grating dimensions was chosen to satisfy the condition for continuous TM SPP
excitation on branch TM3 shown in Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.3. The absorptance and layer absorption
of the DSSC are presented in Fig. 8.1. As readily evident from the figure that average of 0.8
absorption over 300 nm wavelength range is achieved for stand alone DSSC with on average 0.7
absorption in its absorber layer. The metal absorption is on average less than 0.1 of the total
incident light power. If we neighbored this dye-sensitized SC by another solar cell (e.g. Multijunction solar cell) that is a good absorber in the wavelength range 600 nm to 900 nm. Then, the
continuously excited propagating SPP waves along the metal interface can reach to that neighbor
solar cell and transform the absorbed energy into electron hole pair increasing the EQE of the
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DSSC. If the DSSC is absorbing as much as the multi-junction solar cell during this 300 nm
wavelength range, and according to Fig. 8.4 the back-contact metal is not significantly absorbing
the propagating energy, then the over all EQE of the neighbored SCs will be significantly
increased due to the continuously excited SPP waves. This may significantly reduce the cost of
multi-junction solar cells while maintaining high energy conversion efficiency. The continuous
SPP wave excitation may be regarded useful for both energy harvesting application and
communication applications as well. The electric field norm and time-averaged Poynting plots
provide additional evidence on the continuous SPP excitation. It is easy to excite SPP waves, but
it requires more care when we try to get above 0.9 continuous absorption and spectrally optically
tunable materials are important. a flat metal plots are also included to illustrate how much the
absorptance has increased due to the excited SPP waves. It is noteworthy that the continuous
excitation of simultaneous TM and TE decreasing SPP waves is also possible provided that
appropriate tunable topping material is used with carefully designed simple gratings.

8.3.3 Continuous excitation of TM-polarized and multiple excitation of
TE-polarized SPP waves
Another to excite propagating surface plasmons is to use a metal (like chromium) with
optical constants that increases as the wavelength increases. It is shown here that if such a metal
is partnering typical material with spectrally decreasing optical constants, that a TM spectrally
increasing SPP waves can be guided by the metallic interface. In addition if the material
partnering the metal has optical constants that increases with wavelength while the metal’s
optical constants are decreasing, a TM spectrally increasing SPP waves can be guided as well
(see the InSb/Ag propensity Fig. 8.2). Moreover, if both of the metal and partnering material
have optical constants that are spectrally increasing with wavelength, both multiple TM- and TEpolarized SPP waves with spectrally increasing wavenumber can be guided by the metal
interface (see next subsection).
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Figure 8.5: The absorptance for TE-polarized continuous SPP waves excitation.

In this subsection a continuous excitation of TM SPP wave with spectrally increasing
wavenumber and a multiple excitation for spectrally decreasing SPP wave is presented. The
metal has spectrally increasing optical constants while the partnering materials are decreasing. It
shown that the TM continuous excitation is occurring without any topping material, and light is
incident through ambient air. This is very difficult to realize in the case of spectrally decreasing
SPP branch because usually they decrease rapidly below unity. Unfortunately, chromium has
significantly high imaginary part of permittivity, which indicates its significantly high
dissipation. It is capable of guiding spectrally increasing TM SPP waves but most of the energy
will be dissipate over short surface propagation. Using Maxwell-Garnett mixture rule for dilute
inclusions of GaTe in a silver matrix, a metallic composite with optical constants increasing with
wavelength over wavelength range 700nm to 900 nm. This GaTe/Ag metallic nanocomposite is
replacing the Ag metallic back contact in the DSSC.
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Figure 8.6: The electric field norm for TE-polarized SPP wave excitation.

During the simulations, the angle of incidence was assumed to be arcsin(0.852) and
arcsin(0.5) for TM- and TE-polarization, respectively. For the TM SPP waves, the grating was
half-sine with duty cycle 50% or 100% while for the TE SPP waves only half-sine with duty
cycle 50 %.

Figure 8.7: The absorptance for TM-polarized continuous SPP waves excitation.
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Figure 8.8: The electric field norm for TM-polarized SPP wave excitation.

The absorptance plots for the continuous TM and multiple discrete TE SPP excitations
are presented in Fig. 5--8. With no doubt, the continuous excitation provides much more
absorption compared to the multiple discrete excitations. It can be inferred from the propensity
and confirmed from the electric field norm plots that the excited TM SPP waves are localized to
the metal interface, while the TE polarized SPP waves are loosely bound to it. Despite that the
TE SPP waves are loosely bound to the metal interface this did not stand against their excitation.
As can be inferred form the Poynting plots that the energy is propagating along the surface of the
metal when the TM or TE SPP waves are excited.
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8.3.4 Continuous excitation of TM- and TE-polarized SPP waves

Figure 8.9: The absorptance for TE-polarized continuous SPP waves excitation.

Both TM- and TE-polarized SPP waves can be continuously excited if the metal and at
least one of the partnering materials both have spectrally increasing optical constants. It was
intended in this study to use practical materials and to investigate solar cell configurations that
can be realized with today’s laboratory technology. In order to make applicable to various types
of solar cell, the other material partnering the metal was chosen to GaTe/ITO nanocomposite
material with spectrally increasing optical constants, as shown in Fig. 8.9. It is shown again that
using these materials the continuous excitation is possible without topping material but just
direct incidence through air. It is also shown that the proposed configuration possess propensity
for guiding multiple TM and TE SPP waves with spectrally increasing wavenumber, and some of
them can be continuously excited through ambient air, as shown in the propensity plots.
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Figure 8.10: The electric field norm for TE-polarized SPP wave excitation.

During the simulations, the incidence angle was assumed to be arcsin(0.1) for both TMand TE-polarized incident light. The duty cycle for the grating in each case was 50%, with halfsine grating profile. The DSSC this time does not has FTO and spiro-MeOTAD sandwiching the
absorber, and conductive GaTe/ITO nanocomposite is replacing them. The thickness of the
GaTe/ITO at the top is 100 nm and its thickness at the metal interface is 250 nm (for TMpolarization) and 285 nm (for TE-polarization),while the absorber layer thickness is held
constant 1.5 um. The grating periodic length was 400 nm and 380 nm for TM- and TEpolarization, respectively, and it height was 90 nm and 125 nm. As shown in the propensity plots
the continuous excitation is possible over 200 nm wavelength range.

Figure 8.11: The absorptance for TM-polarized continuous SPP waves excitation.
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Figure 8.12: The electric field norm for TM-polarized SPP wave excitation.

The absorptance plots indicates the continuous TM- and TE- excitation of SPP waves in
the proposed configuration. This continuous excitation is confirmed by the electric field and
Poynting vector plots provided in Fig. 8.10 -- 8.12. It can be observed form the propensity plots
and confirmed from the fields plots that the excited TM- and TE-polarized waves are confined to
the metal interface. Neither the configuration studied here nor the grating design and incidence
angle are the best in terms of absorption, but at least they are in showing that continuous
excitation of TM- and TE-polarized SPP waves is possible using practical materials that can be
realized today in the laboratory.

8.3.5 General conclusions
In last four the subsections, numerical results providing evidence on the continuous
excitation of SPP waves has been presented and deciphered. Obviously, TM- and TE- polarized
continuous excitation is possible in practical DSSC configuration. If this DSSC is neighbored by
another solar cell that can transform the absorbed energy into electron and hole pairs, the overall
efficiency will be significantly increased reducing the over all cost of the solar cell. This may
provide a viable solution to reduce the manufacturing cost of multi-junction solar cell while
maintaining high conversion efficiency. The following notes can be drawn:
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(i) Materials with spectrally tunable optical constants are highly desirable for providing a
continuous excitation over a wide wavelength range.
(ii) Neighboring the DSSC by another absorbing solar cell reduces the plasmonic metal
losses and increases the overall energy conversion.
(iii) Typical materials with spectrally decreasing optical constants can show continuous
SPP excitation, however, a topping suitable material is always necessary. This is in contrast with
materials with spectrally increasing ones, which can show continuous excitation through ambient
air.
(iv) In this study, different ways to continuously match the wavenumber of an SPP wave
branch has been presented; however this match does not grantee the amount of absorption that
will occur because of the excited surface propagating waves. To increase the absorption an
optimal design for the grating, incidence angle, relative permittivity of topping material (if
needed), and the layer comprising the solar cell has to achieved.
(v) The continuous excitation of both TM- and TE-polarized SPP waves is valid in
typical materials with spectrally decreasing optical constants and in materials with spectrally
increasing ones.
(vi) Provided that two or more of the materials have optical constants that spectrally
increases for certain multilayer configuration, it may depict propensity of guiding multiple TMand TE-polarized SPP waves that have a wavenumber that increases with wavelength.
(vii) The continuous excitation using the methods demonstrated in this study can, in
principle, be extended to wider wavelength ranges.
For photovoltaic applications, it is important to continuously excite TM- and TEpolarized SPP waves simultaneously from a single incidence angle. This is possible as well. One
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way is to force the topping material to match continuously a TM SPP branch and the first order
of the grating to match the TE SPP branch, while single incidence angle is applied. Another way,
is continuously excite TM branch using a certain grating and match the TE branch using another
grating of different periodic length, duty cycle, and height, but with the same incidence angle.

8.4 Closing remarks
The propensity of guiding SPP waves in a finite solar cell configuration has been
theoretically formulated and solved to help in designing planer- and grating-coupled
configurations that are capable of continuously exciting propagating SPP waves regardless of
their polarization state. This could be realized in the case of a solar cell comprising materials
with spectrally decreasing or increasing optical constants. For photovoltaic application, high
continuous absorption is not enough for energy conversion improvements. Indeed, this
absorption has to transformed into electron-hole pairs. By neighboring the plasmonic solar cell
by another that can transformed the absorbed energy into electron-hole pairs, the over all EQE of
the neighbored solar cells will be improved. In addition, this will reduce the plasmonic
dissipation introduced by the guiding metal. Accordingly, If plasmonic DSSC (Cheap to
fabricate) is neighboring multi-junction solar cell (expensive to fabricate), the over all cost will
be significantly reduced while the over all EQE is still high. It is noteworthy that this continuous
polarization-independent excitation of SPP waves in not only helpful for energy harvesting
applications, but also it is promising for communications, broadband bio-sensing, and broadband
superlensing applications as well.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and future work
9.1 Conclusions
As was mentioned earlier in chapter 1, the objectives of this dissertation were to:

(a) Study the gallium Nitride (GaN)-based optoelectronic devices and attempt to advance
the GaN-based light-emitting-diode (LED) technology by integrating the LED driving
electronics along with the LEDs increasing the lifetime, reliability of LED-based
devices and make them more compact.

(b) Study the photovoltaic devices and investigate the multiple excitations of surfaceplasmon-polariton waves at the metallic back-contact of various solar cells which
would lead to increase in the efficiency of the solar cell device.
From the fabrication and mathematical modeling of GaN UV Schottky photodiode in
chapter 2, it could be concluded that the SB lowering is attributed to both the image force and
trapped electrons at the Schottky metal/u-GaN interface. It could be infered that the image force
is influenced mainly by the applied reverse bias while the potential resulting from the surface
states occupation is influenced by both the applied reverse bias and occupation density of these
surface states. Additionally, The SB lowering under illumination plays an important role in
increasing the spectral responsivity as the reverse bias increases. Moreover, The leakage current
can surpass its photogenerated and IPA counterparts as the reverse bias increases.
Chapter 3 studied the effect of the u-GaN/sapphire interfacial layer on the on-chip
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integarted electronic devices with LEDs. It could be concluded from chapter 3 that the Schottky
diode with larger Schottky contact area exhibits lower current density compared with the
smaller contact area diodes, despite that they are all significantly higher than the case with no
interfacial region. Additionally, for the Schottky diode, the on-state-voltage is independent on
the existence of the interfacial region; however, the carrier concentration of the u-GaN plays a
major role in determining it. Owing to the existence of the high impurity concentration
interfacial region, a MESFET with a planar design can hardly reach cutoff and the very high
gate biases are required to see significant change in the IV curves.
The inegration of GaN-based MESFETs with LEDs has been studied in chapter 4, and it can
be infered from that study that the u-GaN carrier concentration poses strong constraint on the
size of the drain pillar of the vertical MESFET, and the lateral full depletion of the drain pillar
requires much higher gate bias Vg to reach cut-off. Additionally, the Schottky barrier lowering
induces leakage current that could make the depletion of the channel between the drain pillar and
the source very challenging as the leakage current dominates the current in that channel. To
resolve the aforementioned issue, the vertical MESFET has to be designed such that it reaches
cut-off at lower gate and drain biases and before the leakage current contributes significantly to
the Ids current. Adjusting the drain pillar width and height sketches a way to realize a vertical
MESFET design which can operate efficiently with low power consumption. Building a power
efficient MESFETs on standard GaN LED sapphire wafers would help integrating power devices
with LEDs and it would allow many communication and lighting applications to become
feasible.
Chapter 5 studied the propensity of guiding SPP waves by the interface of a metal and a
dielectric, and it could be inferred from this chapter that as the excitation of multiple low-phase-
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speed SPP waves at a fixed frequency is potentially useful for optical sensing applications [1],
we expect that the excitation of multiple SPP waves in the intermediate- and the high-phasespeed regimes will be similarly useful. This would require the rugate filter to have sufficient
porosity to be infiltrated by the analyte to be sensed. Neither the prism-coupled configuration nor
the periodic corrugation of the metal/rugate-filter interface would be necessary, leading to
greater integration of chemical sensors based on SPP waves in optical circuits. For solar-energyharvesting applications, provided the rugate filter is made of an appropriate semiconductor, the
excitation of high-phase-speed SPP waves is expected to enhance absorption of light and
therefore the generation of electron-hole pairs, as has already been noted for low-phase-speed
SPP waves [2-5].
The propensity of guiding SPP waves by the back contact of an amorphous silicon solar
cell has been studied in chapter 6. It could be cncluded from this chapter that for all of the
configurations without AZO, the same number of TM - and TE -polarized SPP wave solution
branches can be guided by the metal/semiconductor planar interface; however, the phase speeds,
e-folding distances, and localization of these SPP waves are slightly altered. For the
configuration with AZO, the number of TE -polarized SPP wave branches is significantly
reduced indicating the poor propensity of guiding this polarization state if AZO is partnering the
metallic back-contact. Finally, The SPP wave branches which have low phase speeds are more
localized to the metal/multilayer material interface, and are more suitable for excitation in
practical finite configurations.
Conclusions that could be drawn from chapter 7 are that from the canonical problem,
generally, the low phase speed SPP wave solution is associated with high localization to the
metal/semiconductor interface. Additionally, not every excited SPP wave will lead to increase in
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EQE and improve the solar cell efficiency, but only the ones that are excited while the
semiconductor is still absorbing, and the metal is considerably interacting with the incident light.
For n -layer thickness d1 = 15 nm, all the excited SPP waves by the stand alone simple gratings,
or the corresponding compound gratings, were not far from the wavelengths predicted by the
canonical problem. Carefully designed compound gratings may slightly surpass the simple
gratings in terms of EQE. FH gratings showed excitation efficiency close to that of the
constituting simple gratings.
Finally, It could be concluded from chapter 8 that materials with spectrally tunable
optical constants are highly desirable for providing a continuous excitation over a wide
wavelength range. Addidtionally, neighboring the DSSC by another absorbing solar cell reduces
the plasmonic metal losses and increases the overall energy conversion. Moreover, typical
materials with spectrally decreasing optical constants can show continuous SPP excitation,
however, a topping suitable material is always necessary. This is in contrast with materials with
spectrally increasing ones, which can show continuous excitation through ambient air. In this
study, different ways to continuously match the wavenumber of an SPP wave branch has been
presented; however this match does not grantee the amount of absorption that will occur because
of the excited surface propagating waves. To increase the absorption an optimal design for the
grating, incidence angle, relative permittivity of topping material (if needed), and the layer
comprising the solar cell has to achieved. The continuous excitation of both TM- and TEpolarized SPP waves is valid in typical materials with spectrally decreasing optical constants and
in materials with spectrally increasing ones. Provided that two or more of the materials have
optical constants that spectrally increases for certain multilayer configuration, it may depict
propensity of guiding multiple TM- and TE-polarized SPP waves that have a wavenumber that
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increases with wavelength. Finally, the continuous excitation using the methods demonstrated in
this study can, in principle, be extended to wider wavelength ranges.

9.2 Suggestions for future work
A host of experimental and theoretical results have been presented in this dissertation and
have been deciphered. In this section, the possible extended future work based on this
dissertation could be suggested for the portion focusing on GaN-based optoelectronic devices
and for the portion focusing on plasmonic solar cells as well.

9.2.1 On-chip integration of MESFETs and complex circuits with LEDs
It could be seen from chapter 4 that shrinking the vertical MESFET’s drain pillar size
would allow the realization of better MESFET devices that would pinch-off at much lower
gate biases. In the future work, GaN-based vertical MESFETs with smaller pillar size shall
be fabricated and tested and integarated with LEDs. Afterwards, we shall go further and
attempt the on-chip current and voltage regulator using MESFETs [6]. It would be possible
through the integration of the driving electronics along with LEDs to control lighting and
self-adapt it to save energy using photodetector sensors and regulators. Additionally, Optical
wireless communication using smart phones would be more feasible.

9.2.2 Broadband surface-plasmon-polariton waves for communications
In the same way in which an SPP wave with specific wavelength was useful for
communications, the broadband SPP waves would be useful for allowing various carrier
frequencies to be used [7]. This would allow several carriers at different frequencies to share
a common physical transmission medium by frequency division multiplexing (as, for
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example, a cable television system), which allows to communicate much more signals
simultaneously.
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